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the motivating impact that visual images of christ have on members
of jesus christ oflatter
of the church ofjesus
of latter day saints cannot be overestimated
odthe
ofthe
such images often induce feelings of faith and devotion in responsive viewville utah
waysville
kaysville
ers for example church member lisa gemperline of Kays
wrote to the ensign saying
passing a local art gallery one day I1 paused struck by the beauty of a painting of jesus christ on display my heart was touched as I1 looked at the face of
the savior and 1I wished I1 had had the painting in my own home afterward
I1 found myself thinking about the impact that painting had had on me I1
wanted those feelings to linger to become an everyday occurrence in my life 1

A young female student who attached a small picture of christ to her locker
at school also wrote of the emotional response she felt when looking at the
image there it would stay as my continual reminder to always stick up for
what 1I believe in and to stand for truth and righteousness 11122 A young man
wrote of the influence that a picture of christ hanging in his room had on
his behavior when I1 awake in the morning 1I look at that picture because
of my testimony of the savior 1I consciously make a decision to honor his
name during the day of course when I1 make mistakes I1 look at that picture and wonder how 1I could have let him down 53
in addition to their motivational function religious images serve as a

tangible manifestation and affirmation of doctrine because of their powerful ability to communicate and validate ideas visual media are readily
accepted in the realm of ofpopular
popular religious devotion 4 indeed the importance
of visual image making in enforcing religious ideologies and practices is
broadly acknowledged by art historians and critics who note that popular
artistic representations of christ often mirror a christian group s culture 5
in this sense one may examine a work of art as a cultural document a
visual text from which trends and patterns of belief can be deciphered
As david morgan professor of art history at valparaiso university states in
his recent work on popular religious art many popular images operate
in tandem with an oral culture or printed text devotional literature bible
passages hymns prayers and teaching guides 1166 the relationship between
culture image and text is indicated in this recommendation by historian
erwin panofsky

the art historian will have to check what he thinks is the intrinsic meaning of
the work or group of works to which he devotes his attention against what
BYU studies39
studies 39 no 3 2000
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he thinks is the intrinsic meaning of as many other documents of civilization
historically related to that work or group of works as he can master of documents bearing witness to the political poetical religious philosophical and
social tendencies of the personality period or country under investigation 7

cormons has not by any
similarly the making of religious images by mormons
means been void of reflected values particularly in portrayals of deity
over the last century the use of many religious images depicting christ has
been an effective didactic and inspirational mechanism of latter day saint
expression and of the formation of cultural identity such attempts at
depicting christ for example obviously strengthen the central LDS belief
in the plurality and indeed the corporeal nature of the godhead 8 such
observations invite the thoughtful viewer to wonder about other more
cormons visually perceived christ over time
subtle questions how have mormons
cormons
Mormons
has the physiognomy of christ changed in the art promoted by mormons
ofmormon culture and beliefs do these images convey these
what aspects of mormon
and many other questions guide the explorations pursued throughout
this article
biblical literalism and higher criticism

latter day saint visual perceptions of christ throughout the last century were images born out of a form of biblical literalism 9 mormon literalstudies that
textual scholarship in favor of ofstudies
ism disregarded the skepticism of oftextual
supported the LDS canon of scripture consequently official latter day
saint publications adopted images from a large body of western art that
substantiated christ s ministry as a historical reality in later decades of the
cormons continued to display a strong affection for histwentieth century mormons
torical realism manifested by their choosing artists who work in a highly
realistic manner contemporary renderings of christ in church periodicals although diverse were consistently naturalistic in approach echofin de siede religious art 10
offin
ing the attention to the realism of
Mormoni sms choice of realistic visuals
to appreciate more fully mormonisms
depicting christ one should look at the church s concomitant response to
higher biblical criticism during the period from about 1880 to 1930 As early
as 1898 church authorities began to seriously consider an authoritative
stand in the debate about how the bible should be viewed extensive discussions on man s origin and his relationship with god were passionately
Widt soe B H
argued by LDS theologians like james E talmage john A widtsoe
roberts joseph fielding smith and william H chamberlin although
they positioned themselves along a wide spectrum of polemical responses
their shared purpose was to harmonize the chasm between critical scholarship and religion 11
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in refuting critics who cited differences and inconsistencies in the
gospel accounts LDS scholars of that period asserted their allegiance to
the texts while dismissing problematic parts as corruptions
corrupt ions of an inspired
mormons shared a belief with evangelical protestants in that they
work cormons
believed in the relative consistency of the biblical narrative above all
regardless of textual discrepancies latter day saint scholars maintained
their faith in the king james bible since it affirmed the historicity and
divinity of christ conservative scholars such as roberts talmage smith
J reuben clark jr and later bruce R mcconkie ardently defended the
indisputability of the scriptures to these LDS scholars the scriptures were
the word of god and were impermeable to higher textual criticism 12
perhaps no other work influenced the mormon perception of christ
tannage
taimage s book jesus the christ 1915 which focused
more than james E talmage
on christs antemortal existence his ministry and his godhood A semi
official response to questions regarding the historicity of christ the book
was written on assignment from the first presidency jesus the christ
came on the heels of albert schweitzer s seminal book the quest of the
historical jesus 1906
1906 which challenged victorian orthodoxy by demy
thologizing jesus and representing him as a figure designed by rationalism
biogia
while talmage borrowed concepts and methodology from victorian biogra
phers
ahers of christ he did not create an aura of mystery surrounding the sav
lor rather he described christ as a rational manipulator of eternal laws
that were incomprehensible to man 13 by framing christ within a setting
beil
bell
bellef
belief
in christs literal corporeal
efin
of ofnatural
natural laws talmage affirmed the LDS beli
appearance a belief that concomitantly sustains the comprehensibility of
jesus talmage also emphasized that christ combined within his own
person and nature the attributes of his mortal mother and just as truly the
attributes of his immortal sire 14 confluent with this belief in the divine
and mortal attributes of jesus was the use of images of christ that visually
corroborated his bodily nature
during this period of conflicting approaches to scriptural study
christian art was characterized by a realistic manner that sustained the histori city of biblical characters and events given the interest in science and
toricity
rationalism christian sentiment of that time was unresponsive to mysti
masti
cism in religious art the affection for highly realistic art then reinforced
a literal view of the scriptures
mormons
Mor mons most of the artists
evidently for early twentieth century cormons
that best conveyed this literal approach to scriptural interpretation came
from the german realist tradition for example heinrich hermann
hofmann s jesus
holmann
helmann
Gethsemane 1890
in the garden of
ofgethsemane
1890 fig 1i often appeared in LDS periodicals
and children s readers early in the century hofmann s prayerful christ is
shown kneeling at a large stone and wearing a tunic which is spilling to the
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ground the illuminated profile of christ is placed high on balance of his
triangularly shaped form giving weight and stability to the overall composition hofmanns
hoffmanns
Hofmanns painting christ and the rich young ruler 1899 plate i
hofffianns
also captured the literal quality that latter day saint scholars sought to
portray in their new testament scholarship in this visual narrative hofmann has captured christ and the young man in the critical point of their
ofcostumery
dialogue holmann
costumery
hofinann
helmann s realistic manner and his convincing use of
hermann
resemble a static photograph a still giving currency to the work
depicting christ as an incarnate man with whom the worshipful
viewer could identify the paintings of other german and northern euroPlockhorst anton dorph fritz von uhde
pean artists such as bernhard plockhorst
and herman clementz embodied similar traits of realism the unambiguous but charming quality of plockhorsts good shepherd ca 1895 fig 2
substantiated the historicity of christ in the eyes of latter day saint children when it was frequently used as a visual aid a flannel board cutout
fig 3 and a children s friend illustration
A danish artist who has found respect among latter day saints is carl
heinrich bloch 1834 90 the popularity of blocs
blochs work among latter
day saints is due in large measure to doyle L green managing editor of
the churcls
churchs
churche improvement era from 1950 to 1970 greens series of readings
on the life of christ serialized in the era between 1956 and 1958 was published by deseret book as he that liveth 1958 the book was illustrated
with ten plates from blocls
i8yos plate 31872
blocha life of christ series plate 2 1870s
blochs
green commented
Bl ochs

fascination with detail his powerful use of light and shadow his
dramatic animation and heroic vision his accurate draftsmanship and the all
his figures combined with the skillful use of
but perfect structural qualities ofhis
ochis
of
vivid color give a highly realistic quality to his paintings his buildings trees
walls and rocks create a
wails
walis
and shrubs clothing general terrain and even waus
remarkably accurate impression of the holy land area
these paintings of
carl heinrich bloch tell a story of the savior that can be understood by all
it is hoped that they will bring much inspiration joy and understanding to
homes and classrooms throughout the church 15

because of the paintings utility for church publications in 1990
Frederiks borg
representatives of the church approached officials of the frederiksborg
museum where the paintings are housed the managing editor of the
ensign jay M todd remembers
we desired to rephotograph the paintings and asked if it would be possible
for the scenes to be taken from the walls to receive better photographic light
ing museum officials accepted the request concluding also that while they
down the paintings should be cleaned to again make vivid colors that
were do
ofaccumulating dust while on public display 16
had been dimmed by a century of accumulating
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another artist whose art has been prolifically reproduced in latter day
saint periodicals is james jacques tissot 1836 1902 although he comes
from the nineteenth century tradition of french salon painters his paintings of the life of christ have been well received for their historical and
cultural accuracy plate 4 ca 188os
i88os 17 their appeal is due to what art critics have called artpompier
art pompier or bourgeois realism these paintings are distinguished by a balance between technique and content a visible interest in
the narrative genre and increased attention to detail and while they
depict sublime religious narratives they are composed of naturalistic
representations of beings and objects 18 between 1886 and 1897 tissot visited the holy land making sketches and photographic references the
result was his three volume illustrated new testament the life of our
saviour jesus christ 1899 which attempted to bring authenticity to the
scriptural record every work no matter what has its own ideal tissot
wrote the ideal of mine was truth the truth of the life of christ to
reproduce with fidelity the divine personality of jesus to make him live
again before the eyes of the spectators to call up the very spirit which
shone through his every act and through all his noble teaching 19

the true likeness of christ
As a result

of his extensive investigations into the renaissance depictions of christ victorian religionist thomas heaphy determined that
artists used a recognized or authenticated type as a reference the
renaissance artists he discovered worked in accordance with certain
specified information 20 heaphy surmised
these works afford sufficient evidence that the particular traits

such as the
hair parted in the middle flowing to the shoulders and beginning to curl or
wave from the ear downward the thin beard the hair upon the lip and the
oval face were recognised
recognized as distinguishing characteristics of the true likeness even at that early period 21

such information may have been supplied in the somatic profiles of christ
found in various byzantine renderings such as the apocryphal letter of
publius Len
tulus the Mandy
lion image and the turin shroud accounts 22
mandylion
lentulus
mandilion
tulus letter for example differ in their prefalentulus
the varying texts of the Len
tory notes but are similar in the many details of christ s physical appearance
christ was a man in stature middling tall and comely having a reverend
having hair of the hue of an unripe hazel
hami
countenance
nut and smooth
hazelnut
almost down to his ears but from the ears in curling locks somewhat darker
and more shining waving over from his shoulders having a parting at the
21
odthe
middle ofthe
Nazareans
odthe
of the head according to the fashion ofthe
of the nazareans
nazarians 23
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the letter further

described a man with a pleasant countenance having
bolour of
a face without wrinkle or any blemish and a full beard of the colour
his hair not long but a little forked at the chin having an expression simple
and clear 24 presbyterian clergyand mature the eyes grey glancing
man and reformer henry ward beecher subscribed to the description of
Len
tulus and in 1872 urged that rather than present a formidable being
lentulus
terrible in holiness depictions of jesus reveal the traits of irresistibility
that made little children and mothers the rich and poor and the lettered
21
follow him 25
lion or image of edessa dating from the tenth
mandylion
the Mandy
mandilion
century was the impetus for an iconographic tradition of the eastern
halhed head of christ with a beard a straight
church which featured a haloed
nose and hair parted in the middle 26 later images appear to have been
derived from the Mandy
lion also called the acheiropietos not made by
mandylion
mandilion
human hands type the well known turin shroud of the thirteenth century believed to have been christs burial cloth also depicted christ with a
bifurcated beard and straight nose this acheiropietos image type continued through the eighteenth century as was documented in the painter s
eia kept by the greek monk dionysius of
ofFo
Hermen
urna 27
manual or hermeneia
hermencia
offourna
bourna
fourna
except for brief narratives of some modern visitations of christ such
as the account of the first vision mormon descriptions of christ have
been limited to general characterizations of his divine qualities and magmous nature according to german convert alexander neibaur
nani
nanimous
joseph smith had simply described christ as having a light complexion
3328
1128
28 james
and blue eyes 1328
talmage never took up the subject of physical
appearance referring in his study only to christs adolescent years as a time
332
112
29
of development spent in active effort both physical and mental 312
later
in the work though talmage observed that jesus had a submissive yet
majestic demeanor while standing in the presence of pilate 30 in 1877
elder orson F whitney received a sublime dream or vision wherein he witnessed the suffering christ in gethsemane where christ was of noble
stature and majestic mien not at all the weak effeminate being that some
painters have portrayed but the very god that he was and is as meek and
31
humble as a little child
child31
A subtle curiosity in the true likeness of christ persisted through morintellectualizing
mon intellectual
izing but speculation on the matter fell short of describing
jesus face as more enigmatically perfect than that of his contemporaries by
1900 latter day saints had been introduced to an eighth century descriptive
sketch of christ written by john of damascus as well as to the apocryphal
tulus for example was
description attributed to Len
lentulus
tulus 32 the letter of Len
lentulus
read in LDS general conference proceedings on three occasions between 1926
and 1957 33 whether authentic or not 1I do not know said spencer W
0134
1134
34
kimball odthe
of the letter in april 1956 but it may stir our imaginations 3134
ofthe
s
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although they viewed jesus as a model of mental and physical perfection more conservative latter day saints believed that christ would not
have appeared remarkably different than those around him such reasoning followed the scriptural passage that he would appear without comeliness indeed having no beauty that we should desire him isa 532
bruce R mcconkie gave passing attention to the question of christs likemultivolumed messiah series in it elder
ness in the first installment of his multivolume
mcconkie reported
we know very little about the personality form visage and general appearance odthe
of the lord jesus whether he had long or short hair was tall or short of
ofthe
stature and a thousand other personal details are all a matter of speculation
and uncertainty we suppose he was similar in appearance to other abrahamic orientals
orientale
Orient als of his day and that he was recognized by those who knew
and went unheeded in the crowds by those unacquainted with him 35
him andment

although mormon scholars have avoided taking an authoritative
stance on christs physical appearance the subject of how the savior has
been depicted has been broached in 1925 janne M sjodahl church
news wrote that in the gospels the evanscholar and editor odthe
of the deseret
ofthe
deseretnews
gelists have studiously avoided to draw any picture of the physical features
of the master while they have placed before us a character the divine
36
features of which are unmistakable 1136
accordingly sjodahl believed artistic
lineaments historically varied inspired by spurious
representations of christs lineaments
tulus letter and the legendary veil
descriptions of christs visage like the Len
lentulus
of veronica 37 on the ground of these descriptions he noted arose a
vast number of pictures of christ which are divided into two classes the
salvator pictures with the expression of calm serenity and dignity without
the faintest mark of grief and the ecce homo pictures of the suffering
3338
1138
38
sjodahl was quick to favor the noble
savior with the crown of thorns 1338
qualities odthe
of the former ofthese
of these two classes early christian representations
ofthe
he maintained were associated with christs state of humiliation and
isaiays
isaiahs
isala
suffering taking as their inspiration Isaia
isaials
hs description of the suffering
messiah he was despised and we esteemed him not isa 533
in sjodahl s estimation representations of christ dating from the
fourth century typically rendered him disrespectfully revolting and base
constantinian and gothic artists often depicted the suffering christ with
twisted limbs and an attenuated torso calling these base images mean
and repugnant sjodahl called for a higher order of spiritual beauty in
depictions of christ saying all the facts of his life speak convincingly of
that strength and endurance and dignity and electric influence which
none could have exercised without a large share of human no less than of
3039
1139
39
spiritual gifts 3339
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during the first three decades of the twentieth century latter day
andaecjitsbild or the morbid images
saints avoided images like the gothic andaechtsbild
of the passion the crucified christ or pieta nor did they adopt stagnant
cormons
images such as the great pantocrator likeness of byzantium 040 mormons
tulus type familiar to most western
adopted the more sentimental Len
lentulus
O

christians this type has continued to be the basis of all mormon depictions in the twentieth century for example after surveying the many
artistic interpretations of christ along with the historical accounts LDS
artist gary E smith concluded that there is a special type which is persistent and we recognize as the christ image referring to the apparent type
used by artists as the true image of christ a type explained by sir wyke
regum smith concluded that the rex regum
bayliss in his rex begum
begum builds a
strong case for the image and is one which 1I personally drift toward believtulus description can be seen for
lentulus
ing 41 the tradition of following the Len
example in a portrait of christ by C Bros
brosseron
seron chambers fig 4 nd that
was used in church manuals for several decades more recently LDS artists
have also followed this type as can be seen in portraits by harold T dale
kilbourn robert T barrett and del parson

racial perspectives

no study of LDS visuals depicting christ can adequately cover their
selection use and dissemination without touching upon the subject of
race images of christ created by latter day saints reveal their world
view of christs jewishness and thus their perceptions of semitic physical
attributes in general
latter day saints have generally believed in a fair skinned christ like
their protestant counterparts latter day saints have observed the scriptural description of christs youthful forebear king david as ruddy and
of a fair countenance 1i sam 1742 in fact it is commonly held that the
early nephites
Nep hites who came from judea as did christ resembled europeans
in facial features and skin color referring to the gentiles europeans
nephi wrote that they were white and exceedingly fair and beautiful like
unto my people before they were slain 1i ne 1315 A desire to portray cultural accuracy or realism appears to be a greater factor in choosing suitable
true likenesses of christ for church publications than trying to capture
the darker physical traits commonly associated with modern mediterdescrip
ranean peoples american latter day saints in light of their own descript
eions
tions of christ have perpetuated the traditional image of him as having a
fair complexion
george reynolds a member of the first quorum of seventy and the
deseret sunday school union board commented in a 1904 juvenile
11
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christ by C Bos
seron chambers
bosseron
edward
rd gross co new york
ed
FIG 4 jesus the

29

1883

0

instructor article on the personal appearance of jesus noting the misconceptions in past artistic representations the old masters he wrote
painted christ as a red haired bareheaded
bare headed man marching through the
streets of a german village or seated by an italian villa with the utmost
complacency they put stoga boots on the feet of the disciples and armed
1142
42
es 3142
busses
blunderbusses
the roman soldiers with blunderbuss
blunder
disregarding the obvious
european influence in the accompanying illustration reynolds did not
object to jesus nordic or germanic facial features but referred to the work
as one of the rather better class of the ordinary picture even though it
41
contained a number of the foolish inaccuracies above referred to 43
11
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Thorvaldsens christus 1821 copy fig 5 was held up by
bertel thorvaldsens
reynolds as a very dignified example of the conventional perception of
Thorvaldsens work
the christ figure in visual art 44 the formal order of thorvaldsens
exemplifies the symmetry and balance admired by mainstream church members this high regard for thorvaldsen
senss formal classicism coincided with
Thorvald
some mormon authors regard for germanic physical attributes
given that jesus is the son of an exceedingly fair and white mother
cormons have continued to envision a fair skinned christ in
i ne 1113 mormons
their visual art the persistence of this phenomenon can be seen in depictions of a fair complexioned christ in church commissioned paintings
by harry anderson and in ensign and children s friend illustrations by
kapp see for example plates 5 14
barrett parson and gary
garykapp

christs image as exemplar
in the first two decades of the twentieth century american religious
educators found that pictures were useful in teaching children moral values
one writer henry E jackson stated that religious paintings impress
impres
imbress deeply
on the mind and heart some great truth or biblical scene which has made
only a slight impression before jackson remarked that whether we will or
not the child will visualize the stories he hears he makes images of the
33445
114
characters and incidents of the bible 134
in 1922 albert edward bailey a
professor of religious art and anthropology at boston university expressed
a similar notion
jesus is not a myth he was a man if he was a man he lived somewhere and
at some time he did things he went to places he talked and walked with men
and women where did he live what did he do how did he look when he
did it and what did his companions look like these are all legitimate questions in the mouths of boys and girls

according to bailey the average religious picture does not answer these
questions however he wrote the questions can be answered correctly by
two types of pictures one of which at least we shall have to classify as art
the work of certain nineteenth century artists like tissot hunt siemirad
46 jackson concurred to render
ski and others and actual photographs 1146
a child the best service in this process of visualization only the best
pictures ought to be put into his hands poor pictures will do more harm
1147
47
than good for they will give false notions which must later be unlearned 3147
in the production of educational material in nineteenth century
mormons themselves were known for
america sectarian uses prevailed cormons
their locally published childrens readers such as edwin parry s simple
bible stories which were profusely illustrated with traditional engravings
of biblical narratives 48 by the early twentieth century such readers had
become canonized as an official component odthe
of the churces
ofthe
churche
churchs sunday school
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and primary programs james
tissot s paintings of the life of
christ for example were first
introduced to latter day saints
in 1908 when they were used
to illustrate the primary
lessons in the childrens
friend of that year primary
officers urged it is expected
that these pictures will be used
as much as possible in the lesson work and assist in the aim
of the lesson 49 later that
year the tissot pictures
were recommended as a
teaching aid to the lessons
and were offered as a set of
120 pictures available at the
10
friend office for one dollar 50

william A morton a salt
lake city author of childrens
readers wrote the life of

31

J

jk

FIG 5 christus original by albert bertel thorvaldsen 1770
828 this full
770 1844 marble 1n1 1828
size
sie copy which stands in the north visitors

christ in simple language for center at temple
tempie square in salt lake city was
little children 1916 which made by aldo rebechi about 1965 courtesy
contained reproductions of LDS church visual resources library
the ubiquitous works ofplock
horst hofmann and others and added the joseph smith story illustrated with paintings by lewis A ramsey 51
in 1922 the sunday school union published bible and church history
stories illustrated by lithographic reproductions of paintings by hofmann
plockhorst
Plock horst rembrandt joshua reynolds and william hunt 52 quarterly
lesson bulletins published by the general board of the primary association
from 1933 through 1936 contained the artwork of plockhorst
Plockhorst hofmann
and others which was meant to accompany teaching lessons
in 1946 kenneth S bennion a member of the junior department
committee for the sunday schools issued his study manual the life of
christ illustrated with forty eight color plates showing events in christs
Plock horst hofmann otto
ministry the illustrations included work by plockhorst
stemler fig 6 nd alexander bida martin feuerstein alf
rolfsen and
alfrolfsen
paul thumann seven years later franklin L west then church commissioner of education published his text jesus his life and teachings 1953
which contained nearly all of the illustrations used by bennion A later edition of bennion s manual 1957 was more diverse including works by
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A

X

rubens vogel vermeer
and armitage while adding
images by two LDS com

missioned artists goff
7 A
dowding and arnold fri5
berg table 1i this edition
indicates the beginnings of
a trend toward using distinctively
tinct ively mormon art
although images were
initially considered supplemental
plem ental to customary
teaching methods pictures
became an integral part of
LDS religious instruction
as the perceptual effects of
p ictures
lctures became more
13
widely known 53
latter day
saint specialists in child
FIG 6 jesus and peter by otto stemler from ken
development and educaBenn ions life ofchrist
neth bennions
of christ salt lake city deseret
when
taught
tion
that
sunday school union board 1946 facing 120
properly selected pictures
will materially determine
many of the moral qualities that may be developed in a child for example the pictures of great men and women may inspire a desire to become
14
like them 54
the use of pictures could impress upon the mind of children
the reality of christs mortal mission for example in 1913 LDS artist J
leo fairbanks stressed the efficacy of picture study in sunday school
instruction
it is through the physical that art is able to interpret our comprehension
of what we feelI conceive or see and through the interpretation of this ex1

pression that later people gain the spiritual message art causes us to feel that
christ was a man that he lived a physical existence that he was mortal sympathized
pathi zed with sinners moved among beggars helped the infirm ate with
public ans and counseled with human beings for their immediate as well as
publicans
thir future spiritual welfare it is to art that we turn for help in seeing the
reality of the facts of the religious teachings of this divine human 55

the increasing use of images in church readers

teaching aids and periodicals added a new dimension to gospel teaching young children could be
sensitized to form characterizations of the subjects they were studying at
church and at home
in an attempt to teach character some latter day saints adopted the
pseudoscientific manner of character appraisal called phrenology in
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illustrations used in kenneth
1950
of christ 0150
life ofchrist
1950 edition

TABLE 1

S

Benn ions
bennions

artist

title of image

armitage edward

the remorse ofludas
of judas
on the road to emmaus
the flight into egypt

barhydt J A
bellini giovanni
bolognese school
bolognese school
brown ford madox
caseri
ciseri antonio

cole thomas
crespi G M
dowding goff
friberg arnold
harwood james T
hofmann heinrich
hofmann heinrich
hofmann heinrich
hofmann heinrich
hofmann heinrich
manchola juan
mastroianni
matania fortunio
monroy luis
murillo
plockhorst
Plock horst bernhardt
plockhorst
Plockhorst bernhardt
rolle henri le
rubens peter paul
rubens peter paul
Siemin adeski H
sieminadeski
tissot J james

S

vermeer
vinci leonardo da
vogel hugo
zurbaran francisco de

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol39/iss3/4

christ healing the blind
christ raising the son of the widow ornain
ofnain
christ washing peters feet
behold the man
expulsion from the garden ofeden
of eden
ozeden
the marriage at cana
the creation
the wise men from the east
come follow me
christ and the rich young ruler
christ in the garden of gethesemane
christ in the temple
come unto me
the sermon on the mount
the good samaritan
no room in the inn
of the fishes
the draught orthe
christ driving out them that sold and bought
from the temple
the return of the prodigal son
christs entry into jerusalem
the good shepherd
arrival of the shepherds
christ appears to mary magdalene after his
resurrection

the tribute money
the twelve chosen
the miracle of the loaves and fishes
christ in the house ofmartha
of martha and mary
the last supper
jesus and the children

crucifixion
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keeping with this fascination with phrenology and the related discipline of
physiognomy latter day saint children were informed that character
could be determined by closely examining a subjects facial attributes in
linea ments could reveal
photographs and pictures 566 hence a persons lineaments
desirable qualities consistent with individuals of high moral character
in a popular salt lake city periodical for young people the character
builder 1902 40 phrenologists nephi Y schofield and john T miller
regularly contributed character delineations of prominent latter day saint
and other personalities 57 schofield discussed the possibility of delineating
character from a photograph conceding that it poses some difficulty in
obtaining accurate measurements for a thorough and complete reading he
nonetheless believed that a photograph will furnish abundant material for
much that is interesting and useful according to schofield the organs
that represent force are primarily located to the side and back of the head
and cannot be examined in a photograph or presumably any other two
dimensional image the examiner is then obliged to rely upon physiognomical signs that can be seen from the front odthe
of the subject 58 supposedly
ofthe
if children could apply this method of ascertaining higher character to
photographic portraiture they could also apply the method to paintings
for determining the exemplary traits of christ
from about 1950 to 1955 course instructors were encouraged to use
visuals supplied by the sunday school union or those printed in the
instructor the official organ of the sunday school articles published during this period emphasized the utility of appropriately selected pictures for
building character recognition and memory in young students kenneth S
bennion member of the instructor publication committee regularly conbuted articles that accompanied color pictures of jesus and other biblical
tributed
tri
characters other articles spotlighted the use of pictures by ward sunday
school instructors 59 one teacher trainer alta miller promoted the use of
charts to help students focus their attention on important points in a lesson to build ideas of jesus a picture was placed on what she called a
sensitivity chart statements about the characteristics of jesus such as
courage without reservations were printed near the picture fig 7 60

christ as the ideal of masculinity
part of a larger effort to curb juvenile delinquency leisure time activities
tivi ties for young people both mormon and protestant often set the
boundaries of male gender roles 61 out of this effort to reform delinquent
youth arose a progressive masculine ideal that could be attained through
social gospel programs A crusade to promote physical and spiritual wellbeing through organized recreational activities came to be known as
muscular christianity a movement that swept urban america during the
As
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and aos
8os the young mens christian association YMCA perhaps
the most influential of the youth organizations promoted exercise
recreation and education for the development of the best type of virile
christian manhood 62 although the YMCAs foundational principles included mental and moral as well as physical efficiency its supporters
believed that the full development of christian character and sturdy manhood depends upon proper and adequate physical training 63
early twentieth century speeches and articles by latter day saint
authorities often correlated ideal manhood in part with physical strength
and stature an improvement era article of 1904 admonished young men to
aspire to physical as well as intellectual and spiritual perfection in fact its
author claimed the physical must stand first without a good body all the
powers and faculties will be blighted
the ideal young man then must
1164
64 george
be strong in body and as near as possible physically perfect 3364
reynoldsn
reynoldss
ss juvenile instructor article of that same year stated that christ
Reynold
had been universally represented by the master artists as a
isyos
1870s
isbos

somewhat effeminate and sentimental young man with long flowing locks a
weakling in body and with few traces on his face of the strength of character
within all this is wrong christ was not red haired nor effeminate neither

4
haractirisncsolcu
L

C

oc for

ali
ail
all mankind
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saffil m jodourpww
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FIG 7 photo illustration by

ray G jones

89 may 1954
her lessons instructor Ss
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was he a dyspeptic nor a dreamy sentimentalist the being who drove the
money changers out of the temple was no weakling
he would be a vig
ch
orous deep chested
cheated
ested broad shouldered man with well cut features and above
the medium height with his bodily energies developed through a life of
abeth 65
youthful labor in josephs carpenter shop at naz
areth
nazareth

health and well
being were part of the church s program in teaching
wellbeing
the young men practical religion while the YMCA was exclusively serving
its young evangelical protestant membership church leaders adopted prochurche
grams of recreation and health which were implemented by the churchs
young mens mutual improvement association YMMIA established as
an auxiliary in december 1876 and the boy scouts of ofamerica
america with which
the church affiliated in may 1913 66 the athletic programs of the YMMIA
for example were designed to provide wholesome leisure activities as a
support to building testimony and character in young priesthood holders
YMMIA course manuals included lessons on the value of good health and
caring for the body machine the 1909 10
lo manual the making of the
man emphasized a balanced approach to physical mental and social
efficiency in manhood physical manhood it affirmed consists in having a strong symmetrical well trained body 67
in a series of lessons entitled health and achievement the 1922 23
senior manual stated that the man who preserves his manhood conserves
his vigor his spiritual power is attractive his eyes are clear his mind alert
and his body erect he is respected admired and loved by all 68 to be sucfui the M men as they were called should endeavor to maintain the
cessful
cess ful
highest standards of health as well as character keep in mind what the
IM stands for the manual urged manly men masculine men minute
men mindful men mutual men merit men modern men modest men
69
and mormon men 1169
mighty men andmormor
in 1944 levi edgar young then president of the first quorum of the
seventy promoted this ideal physical condition as a significant trait of
exemplary manhood quoting from charles eastman
East manss the soul of the
indian 1911 young described the native americans fine conception of
the importance of the body and its health and strength as supple symmetrical graceful and enduring a high ideal of manly strength and beauty
the attainment of which depends upon strict temperance in eating
together with severe and persistent exercise to this young added the
perfect body was a part ofchrist
of christ s glory 70 in 1955 david S king then second assistant general superintendent in the YMMIA encouraged the
young men to armor themselves with noble qualities and build their physical strength as well as their moral values righteous living self conquest
and obedience to the laws of health were viewed as being among the high
ideals of manhood and virility 71
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best selling book
kings ideals echoed the tone of bruce bartons bestselling
the man nobody knows 1924 in which christ was portrayed as an outdo
doorsman
orsman a sociable man and an executive one who called men from the
lowest ranks and forged a perfect business a kingdom and organization
that conquered the world in bartons mind christ was not a pale young
man with flabby forearms and a sad expression but was a man whose
muscles were so strong that when he drove the money changers out
3372
3172
1172
nobody dared to oppose him
according to barton it requires only a
him72
little reading between the lines to be sure that almost all the painters have
misled us they have shown us a frail man under muscled with a soft
face a woman s face covered by a beard and a benign but baffled look
as though the problems of living were so grievous that death would be a
3073
1173
73
welcome release 3373
another work that influenced mormon perceptions of christ was
dicks the manhood 0of the master 1914 citing specific
fosdicks
harry emerson Fos
examples of jesus magnanimous nature and virtuous qualities fosdick
characterized christ as a man perfectly balanced in his environment
social even tempered loyal perseverant and fearless a man in whom
3374
1174
74
both man and woman should find their ideal 3174
the impact of writers like barton and fosdick on mormon concepts of
christ is immeasurable latter day saint educators followed virtually the
same outline for lessons and character studies of christ as those found in
barton and fosdick and drew from church produced resource materials
that portrayed christ as the same successful role model and executive for
example a series of manuals written by bryant S hinckley for the young
mens mutual improvement association from 1924 to 1927 focused on
ofsuccess
success
character building and contained much odthe
the corporate language of
ofthe
of
used by both barton and fosdick 75 Hinck
hinckley
leyss A study of the character and
nazareth 1950 written as a course of study for the adult
teachings oflesus
of jesus of
ofnazareth
members of the aaronic priesthood drew heavily on the writings of barton
dicks manand fosdick Hinck
leyss chapter topics closely follow those of Fos
fosdicks
hinckley
hood orthe
of the master in fact the chapter headings such as the master s joy
the master s indignation the master s loyalty the master s measure
of values the master s sincerity and the master s fearlessness
include virtually the same phrases as those used by fosdick 76
the philosophy of social gospel thinkers is as apparent in latter day
saint visual images as it was in youth instruction manuals in keeping with
cormons adopted the immensely popular head
the idealization of christ mormons
warner sallman in 1940 fig 8 Sall
sallmans
sellmans
bywarner
mans portrait was
of christ painted by
seen by many americans as asexual or effeminate the long flowing hair and
the submissiveness of christ s expression suggesting softer traits but the
artist intended the image to portray traits of manliness and male vigor 77
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accordingly other americans
viewed the wholesome handsomely chiseled face and
clear eyes as embodying the
dear
expected physical characteristics of the perfect man christ
to many latter day saints
though sallman s painting
not only represented the
manliness described by barton and fosdick but also
embodied a universally appealing attitude of supplication an attitude fostered by
mormons
cormons as well as by other

christians
sallman s head of
christ
ofchrist
could often be seen in LDS
homes hanging on the wall
or displayed on the mantle
its popular reception is also
evident from its widespread
meeting houses
use in ward meetinghouses
FIG 8 head of christ by warner sallman
and libraries the picture
281
x 2218 1940
1892 1968 oil on canvas 2814
warner press inc anderson indiana used by was regularly used to decopermission
rate church meetinghouse
boyers
foyers chapels and classrooms sunday school and primary instructors used the sallman image
to exemplify the ennobling qualities of jesus that the painting was perceived as portraying two photographic visuals by ralph T clark featured the sallman head of christ to help teach prayer and reverence
figs 9 10
lo
christ had entered the corpus of
by the late 1950s sallman s head of
ofchrist
cormons fig 11
visuals that defined the image of christ for mormons
ii for example
Sall
a version of sellmans
sallmans
mans christ completed in 1948 by a popular artist in
tahiti edgar leeteg
leeter was enjoyed by many polynesian church members
during the time it hung in the hamilton new zealand temple and later in
7
papeete tahiti temple 78
the papette
in addition the head of christ and other
sallman paintings fig 12 were used on missionary calling cards and
wallet sized inspirational cards for LDS servicemen
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photo illustration for the
deseret sunday school union
by ralph T clark 1926
1959
courtesy ralph T clark
FIG 9

FIG

FIG 10
io photo illustration for the

deseret sunday school union
1960
by ralph T clark 1926 1969
1960
courtesy ralph T clark

era 73 may 197013
em
1970 13
ii william H bennett family from improvement ern
11
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christ as a man of virtue
integrity and sensitivity
the editors of the
improvement era introduced
the gospel in art series a
program offering church
members the opportunity to
purchase frameable reproLDS
duct ions of the works of
ductions
oflds
oflas
artist arnold friberg for
hanging in their ward buildings and homes the first
painting in the series peace
be still 1961 showed jesus
commanding the stormy elements to subside matt 8
mark 4 according to a
church news article the
help
would
painting
to
my
Is
warner
FIG 112 the dord
saillord
shepherd by
instill a love of art and
canvass 40 x 30 1943
man 1892 1968 oil on ca
warner press inc anderson indiana used encourage viewers to follow
by permission
in the masters footsteps of
79
living the gospel
gospel579
friberg known for his series of illustrations depicting square jawed
royal canadian mounted police is regarded as a master artist who follows
traditional academic methods of illustration to create monumental works
of art friberg gained respect among church members for his paintings of
book of mormon scenes which were commissioned by the primary orgaD ores robust men and
niza tion in 1952 influenced as a child by gustave dor6s
nization
doras
women of the bible friberg s artistic work shows an affinity for brawny
muscular forms a symbolic feature that many viewers have come to recognize friberg has stated that his large muscular characters are intended
to physically portray the inward greatness of the men he depicts 80
in 1963 friberg completed another painting for the gospel in art
series the painting christ appearing to the Nep
hites renamed the risen
nephites
lord plate 5 depicts a resurrected christ standing in the midst of nephite
worshipers dressed in a luminous white robe christ stands with his hands
outstretched and his tunic open to his waist exposing the wound under his
lowest left rib his radiant trilaterally
shaped form is positioned in an erect
tn
laterally
dignified posture against a darkened background emphasizing the
ochis
of his presence when the painting was advertised in the april 1965
strength ofhis
improvement era friberg s christ was described as a noble figure both

in

1961

cas

579
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manly and divine church officials apparently disapproved of the bare
cheated
chested christ for the painting was never again advertised or used in
church publications
commenting on the painting friberg said
in the absence of any known portraits of christ artists have pictured his face
and figure in countless ways 1I dont believe that this multitude ofinterpreta
of interpretations especially bothers anyone since artists are not
hot painting a likeness but an
jesus is neither a weakling nor a victim but a
idea a spiritual concept
commanding presence one look at his eyes and men sacrificed everything to
follow him 81

friberg may have been subtly referring to the churcys
churche
churchs disapproval of the
painting when he continued in my scriptural paintings 1I need not be
concerned with involved theological controversies instead I1 try to bring
into reality the stories so often taught in sunday school
through my
81
paintings 1I bear witness to the truth as 1I understand it 82
fribergh
bergs stand the church had become less inclined to idealdespite Fri
fribergs
ize the physical virility of christ preferring instead to emphasize virtue
and integrity as the measure of a perfect man in 1964 hugh B brown
coined the phrase consecrated manliness
a phrase that would characterize the mormon concept of ofmanhood
manhood for the next three decades 83 the
qualities of athleticism and perfect health were minimized in favor of sensiti vity goodness and virtue thus the mormon male though he was to be
sitivity
a sturdy patriarch would primarily champion all that is virtuous
mormons
Mor mons avoid the
anthropologist david knowlton has written that cormons
androgynous imagery of christ as a somewhat effeminate nurturer and
mediator between us and the heavens rather we focus on the christ
84 yet judging by
ascendant as man the conqueror
conqueror84
contemporary visual
conceptions of christ the mormon male is to invoke all his feminine
nurturing qualities while manifesting all the demonstrable attributes that
are typically considered masculine authority spiritual strength resoluteness if as fairbanks wrote it is going to take mormon artists to give the
feeling and proper interpretation to mormon subjects 85 then the proliferation in the latter half of the twentieth century of mormon works depicting christ shows a similar objective in interpreting a mormon savior
more recent LDS portraits of christ depict him as a strong but passive
shepherd type one who sits reflectively overlooking the judean landscape
86
fig 13
the image of christ as a wholesome man coincides with
1995
131995
the churchs
churche policy regarding the portrayal of deity in live performances
of instructions 1998 expressly states that if the
the church handbook ofinstructions
savior is portrayed it must be done with the utmost reverence and digwholesome personal character should be considered
nity only people of ofwholesome
for the part 877
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jerusalem by greg olsen 1958
FIG 13 detail from
oil on canvas 50 x
36 1995 courtesy greg olsen by arrangement with mill pond press copy-

0

right

greg olsen

correlation and the mormon visual image of christ
between 1960 and 1965 church leaders began to systematize priesthood programs under the broad plan of priesthood correlation with
renewed emphasis on organization within the areas of home teaching
missionary work welfare and genealogy came retrenchment in the production and dissemination of the church s printed matter retrenchment
was marked by a reassertion of doctrinal principles economization and
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systemization artwork audiovisual resources and publications were
created by a corps of graphics and media specialists working under the
direction of correlation officials this arrangement resulted in a more
homogenized selection of didactic and inspirational artwork
instructors were encouraged to use the church approved pictures
uniformly issued in teacher training materials or produced by contracted
printers such as wheelwright lithography company providence lithograph company and standard publishing company commercially
produced images to supplement lessons on christs ministry and other
bible stories were available in the CTR pilot picture set the guide patrol
teaching aids and the top pilot picture series these didactic images
featured the illustrative work of non mormon artists such as harold
copping griffith foxley karl godwin fig 14 nd hubbard ortlip
and elsie anna wood 88
in the years leading up to the mormon pavilion at the new york
Hemi sfair in san antonio the church
worlds fair of
1964 65 and the 1968 hemisfair
of1964
commissioned artwork to better reflect its own christ centered mission 89
LDS artist sidney E king
71t9
completed a twelve part
mural on the life of christ
and a replica of thorvaldsen s christus was sculpted
by aldo
aido rebechi see fig 5
byalko
byaldo
non LDS illustrator john
scott was commissioned to
X
paint a large mural depicting christs visit to the
americas east coast artists
kenneth riley and tom
lovell were hired to do sev4
eral paintings depicting
ofmormon scenes and
book of mormon
events in church history 90

although arnold friberg was billed as the finest
illustrator in the church
after the disapprobation of
his risen lord he would not
accept a commission to
paint scenes of the life of
christ for the fair or the
gospel in art program on
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behalf of the church advertising agent richard J marshall then
approached harry anderson a well respected seventh day adventist artist
who had done work for the pacific press publishing association anderson
took on the commission and over a sixteen year period completed several
paintings on the life of christ for the mormon pavilion and for the north
visitors center in salt lake city 91 LDS artist grant romney clawson
reproduced anderson s work in twelve large scale murals for display at the
visitors center and the church office building
bruce R mcconkie commented that the anderson murals serve as an
introduction to the lord jesus they deal with some of the crowning
experiences of the mortal life of the blessed one elder mcconkie wrote
and may be used by us as our initial response to his gracious invitation
3392
1192
92
come learn oame
of me matt 1128 29 1392
ofme
when anderson was asked what
his intent was when creating his paintings he reportedly said 1 I look at
christ as very loving he was loving so loving that he gave his life for us
1193
93
without any hesitation this is what 1I like to represent 3393
by the mid 1980s
198os harry andersons paintings would define the
modern LDS visual perception of christ as a
compassionate ministering servant andersons
works were perhaps some

of the most reproduced
and highly recognized
depictions of christ during that period figs 15
and 16
161979
1979 plate 6
of373
1973 out of
373 images
of christ appearing in
the ensign from 1971
through 1985 153 images
41 percent were created
by harry anderson or a
reproducer table 2
beginning in 1971
atlo s
atio
the official publicatio
public
publications
publication
were changed to meet
the needs of a growing
church church magazines such as the improvement era the children s
friend and the instructor

7

N

1976
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were discontinued and
replaced by slicker

45

ism
isu
N

more colorful magazines the ensign for
adults the new era
for young adults and
the friend for primary
P
a ge children gakin
takin
taking9
advantage of the improved look of church
7
publications
ensign
editors re instituted the
K
gospel in art program
which had languished
X
since 1965 94 in an
article accompanying
U
the gospel in art prosp
spectus
ectus church members were encouraged
to use uplifting pictures to create a more FIG
pig 16 the second coming by harry anderson
FG
spiritual atmosphere 1906
1906 96 oil on canvas 120 x 79 1979 courtesy
in the home in the museum of church history and art
article university of
utah art professor ed maryon concluded it stands to reason that if for
example a beautiful print of christ were in a home thoughts would be
turned to him more often 95
maryon observed that a lack of religious art among church members
was related to the unavailability of fine prints and paintings
fortu16
nately quality mormon oriented art is becoming more available 96
indeed church magazine editors were able to draw upon a host of non
LDS and LDS artists to achieve the aims of publication since the early
1970s the ensign and other church magazines have regularly featured the
ofmormon artists who focus on christ as their subject
work of mormon
in recent decades the visual depiction of christ in printed church
materials has been largely by authoritative consensus a system of review
conducted by general authorities assigned to the priesthood committees
that oversee media production in its various forms 97 in the early 1970s the
churche internal and external communications departments supervised
churchs
18
the use of art in magazines and related advertising media 98
the child correlation review committee was instituted to review media and course
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TABLE 2

number and composition of images of christ in

the ensign
year

1971 1999

vol

birth
youth

prism
ptism
baptism
ba

teacher
leader

servant
healer

shepherd
shepher

brooding

1971

1

0

0

2

0

0

1972

2

1

2

9

0

0

1973

3

1

0

12

0

0

1974

4

5

2

24

4

1

1975

5

1

0

14

7

0

1976

6

1

0

4

4

0

1977

7

0

1

0

0

0

1978

8

0

1

7

1

0

1979

9

1

0

3

0

0

1980

10

2

0

1

2

0

1981

11

2

0

5

3

0

1982

12

2

1

6

1

1

1983

13

2

0

25

6

1

1984

14

0

1

3

5

0

1985

15

1

0

7

1

0

1986

16

3

0

8

7

1

1987

17

4

0

27

10

2

1988

18

1

1

14

9

0

1989

19

2

1

5

1

0

1990

20

1

0

6

0

2

1991

21

8

1

31

8

1992

22

5

0

16

7

0

1993

23

5

0

2

6

0

1994

24

5

4

23

11

3

1995

25

5

1

19

7

2

1996

26

3

0

13

3

6

1997

27

6

0

7

0

3

1998

28

3

2

16

7

4

1999

29

3

1

30

32

6

total

73

19

339

142

36

7

1

0

4

does not include sculpture stained glass textiles other types of three dimensional
media or actorsperfomers
actorsperformers
actors performers
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TABLE 2

continued

year

commanding
figure

sufferer

C
crucifixion
ifiion

resurrection

portrait

total

1971

0

0

1

2

0

5

1972

0

0

0

2

1

15

1973

0

3

0

4

5

25

1974

1

6

4

10

5

62

1975

0

3

3

3

1

32

1976

0

2

0

6

1

18

1977

0

0

3

3

1

8

1978

0

0

0

10

3

22

1979

0

1

1

2

0

8

1980

0

3

1

5

3

17

1981

0

2

1

3

8

24

1982

1

3

3

6

0

24

1983

1

5

1

10

8

59

1984

0

4

3

6

7

29

1985

0

4

0

6

6

25

1986

0

5

1

5

4

34

1987

1

4

2

11

10

71

1988

0

7

4

14

3

53

1989

1

4

0

10

8

32

1990

0

5

6

11

11

42

1991

3

7

7

9

6

80

1992

1

6

1

16

5

61

1993

4

6

0

17

15

55

1994

4

7

6

20

8

91

1995

6

9

4

14

19

86

1996

1

3

1

28

19

77

1997

0

4

3

24

13

1998

0

5

8

15

16

76

1999

4

8

4

14

17

119

total

28

116

68

286

203

1310
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materials produced for latter day saint children 99 through the aos
8os and
ygos
gos
90s church leaders supervised the selection of visual materials through
the church curriculum department and priesthood executive councils
church publications staff and graphic artists choose from a file of
approved visuals of jesus christ as well as from other scripturally based
illustrations available at the churchs
churche visual resources library and
museum of church history and art
A seeming effort to formulate a more distinctively mormon representation
sentation of christ has resulted in moderating the use of portraits that
might be interpreted as unfamiliar or less than aesthetically tasteful to the
latter day saint viewer for example the portrait of christ by non LDS
artist chambers see fig 4 has rarely been used in church publications
since 1980 presumably because of the split beard and angry eyes and
while images produced by tissot dore alexandre bida and william
henry margetson are still being used images by LDS artists such as barrett parson kapp plate 7 1996 and greg olsen have appeared more
regularly as ensign covers magazine vignettes and instructional illustra00
loo
tions 100
other images
by non LDS artists

hofmann anderson
bloch wood cleveland woodward griffeth foxley

hook

fig

N

frances
17

1962

and ralph P coleman are frequently
represented but often
appear as cropped
insets or as minor elements in larger illustrative visuals

101

contemporary
depictions of christ by
LDS artists are carefully rendered
to
closely align with the
expectations of mainstream church memship for example
bership
ber
LDS artist

keith ed-

dington s 1994 version
of he Is risen has

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000

christ and the little children by frances hook
83 1962 standard publishing co cincinnati ohio
83.1962
831962

FIG 17
1912
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above christ
and the rich young ruler

PLATE 1I

by heinrich hofmann
1824 1911
igli oil on canvas
1899

N

riverside church
yorkintdlectual re-

serve inc

right
tight christ and
the samaritan woman by

PLATE 2

cari
carl
1834

heinrich bloch
oli
oil on 18 cop90 oii

perplate
per plate 20 x 30 1872
museum of church history and art the museum of national history
castie
at frderiksborg castle
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tempie by carl
christ cleansing the temple
cari heinrich bloch 1834 90 oil on 18 cop
perulate
perplate
perplate approx 20 x 30 ca 1870s museum of church history and art the museum
castle
frederiksborg
borg castie
ofnational
of
National history at Frederiks
PLATE 3
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peate 4 mary magdalene s box of very precious ointment aiso
p1ate
also known as A
woman anointeth
she feet oflesus
Anoint eth the
lesus by james tissot 1836 1902 watercolor
of jesus
on paper ca 188os from james jacques joseph tissot the lire
out sav
life of our
fhe pour
lour
lout jesus christ three hundred and sixty five compositions prom
four
from the
gospels

3

vois 1899 reprint new york mcclure 1900
vols

2230
2008
2308
2238
23o8

she nephites
chriss appearing to the
christ
Nep hites renamed the risen lord by arnold friberg
19134 oli
oii
oil on ca s 44 x 62 1963 used by permission of friberg fine art inc

PLATE 5
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PLATE 6

48

1973

PLATE 7

go ye and teach all
1906
igo6 96 oil on canvas
ail nations by harry anderson igoa
ali
courtesy museum of church history and art

that

ye may know by gary kapp 1942

oli on canvas
oii
oil

60 x 48

41

x

1996

courtesy gary kapp
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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above christ the cre
ator by robert T barrett 19494
1949
oil on canvas 22 x 30 1996
courtesy robert T barrett

PLATE 8

right jesus ofna2wreth
of nazareth
by robert T barrett 19494
oil
1949
on canvas 18 x 24 1992
992 des
eret book
PLATE 9
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PLATE io
10

lost lamb by del parson

del parson
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1948

oil on canvas 40 x 30

1998

courtesy
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end by derek hegsted
courtesy derek hegsted
PLATE

11

journey
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1965

oil on canvas

24 x 30
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PLATE 12 christ in a red robe
473k
1945 courtesy museum
47
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by minerva teichert 1888 1976
of church history and art

oil on canvas

713 V x
71
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noticeably changed from his original 1960 version of the painting entitled
the ascension of christ although both versions feature the centuries old
tradition of stigmata and halo eddington appears to have consciously
employed visual devices in the latter version to downplay the somberness
of christs death the 1960 version used for church publications and
tracts includes the hill of calvary and crosses on the horizon in the 1994
version painted for the joseph smith memorial buildings legacy theater
Edding tons use of dark drab blues
the calvary crosses were deleted 102 eddingtons
in the original version allude to the crucifixion in contrast to the warm
fiery colors of the newer he Is risen which emphasize the triumph of
christ overcoming death a more potent event according to latter day
saint belief
cormons have placed a greater emphasis on the
in recent years mormons
atonement by representing images of the creation plate 881996
1996 resurrection ascension and postmortal visitations of christ in contrast to the
odthe
the cross mormon renof
catholic and protestant focus on the symbolism ofthe
derings of christ avoid the imagery of calvary and instead draw the viewer
into a path of spiritual rectitude modeled as much as is artistically possible
in the image of christ 103
even though the images used in official church publications fall
within certain traditional expectations church creative programs encourage broader cultural and ethnic approaches to depicting gospel oriented
subjects As part of the churcls
churche effort to embrace an increasingly diverse
churchs
membership since 1987 the museum of church history and art has regularly sponsored an international LDS art competition calling upon artists
of all ethnic backgrounds participating artists have contributed a wide
variety of images of christ in their own expressive manner while assimilating recognizable traits that suggest the influence of or contact with the
odthe
of the church submitted entries have been done in
anglo american body ofthe
indigenous media such as batik and collage and some of the art pieces
include native american or other ethnic motifs but some submissions
borrow from images by artists such as anderson and parson 104
images of christ approved by church correlation appear to concentrate less on cultural authenticity and more on scriptural accuracy and the
wholesome character the more favored artistic depictions
idealization of ofwholesome
Thorvald sens christus see fig 5 suggest a more invitof christ such as thorvaldsens
ing posture accentuated by thematic phrases like come unto me or
come unto him although the original was created by a non LDS artist
the christus embodies the appealing qualities ofthe
odthe
the all powerful but sensiof
cormons
Mor mons this entreating
tive and loving savior who is sought by many mormons
figure a physical depiction of what theology professor douglas J davies
active christ of LDS faith 105 symbolizes the
has characterized as the pro
proactive
preactive
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mormon identification with a christ who acts decisively controls events
and offers salvation to those who follow him to advance this view of
christ the open armed christus has been reproduced for many LDS temples throughout the world
igmos
since the inception ofthe
odthe
of the churchs
churche
churcls correlation efforts in the ig6os
i96os the
physiognomy of christ as it is rendered by LDS artists such as kapp olsen
parson barrett and derek hegsted has appeared closer in view and the
images attempt to connect more familiarly with the viewer built upon
olike portraiture of
studiolike
the studi
ofsallman
sailman
saliman
sallman these artists illustrative depictions of
jesus often appear posed in formal studio settings or in familiar head and
shoulder formats much like framed photographic portraits unlike
sallman s three quarter views with eyes directed away from the viewer
LDS artists have tended to fix the gaze directly at the viewer barretts jesus
nazareth 1992 plate 9 is a representative example ofthis
orthis
of this recent trend to
of
ofnazareth
draw the viewer into the subjects line of sight christs penetrating gaze
his smile and the casualness of his posture are pleasantly entreating and
encourage an intimate response to the image
10
other portraits by kapp parson plate lo
1998 and hegsted plate 11
101998
ii
1994 encourage the same level of closeness several examples of their work
show christ and nearby subjects most typically children in the crook ofhis
ochis
of his
arm or in a warm embrace these portraits have made the image of christ
as familiar as that of a family member or friend this effect has been
enhanced by framed posters and postcard images which have popularized
the visual image of christ for a mormon mass audience
the visuals of christ reproduced in church magazines reveal an inclination toward images that are not troubling or disruptive to the viewer s
sensibilities minor subjects are well groomed and neatly dressed in garb
resembling fitted costumes figures are often carefully placed within a shallow depth of field along the picture plane so as to offer a more advantageous view of christ and all the surrounding subjects and their facial
expressions conspicuously avoided are any symbols and visual devices
that would be associated with the traditions of the catholic lutheran
episcopalian and protestant faiths these elements taken together suggest
a uniformity resulting from church correlations reviews of the images
artwork that is officially produced and disseminated is useful in gauging the church s increased focus on christ and the gospel related images
with which church leaders hope members and outsiders will identify an
examination of the number and composition of images of christ reproduced in the ensign from 1971 through 1999 reveals that images selected for
publication generally depict him as a teacher leader or resurrected being
relatively few images depicted him as the victim of crucifixion nor was he
depicted frequently as the awesome commanding jehovah of the old
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testament the sensitive ministerial christ familiar to most latter day
saints was depicted in an increasing degree toward the end ofthe
odthe
of the twentieth
century interestingly for the entire year of 1971 only 5 images of christ
were reproduced in the magazine in contrast to a total of 119 in 1999 portraits have appeared more frequently since 1995 many of which have
graced the front and inside covers the predominant number ofnon
ofton LDS
created images gradually diminished in the mid 1980s
198os until LDS created
visuals dominated at the end of the century fig 18
other visual media often portray christ in related ways representative of the turn of the century official portrayals of christ is a film shown
at the joseph smith memorial building entitled the testaments of one
fold and one shepherd which depicts the life of a fictional book of
mormon character with scenes of christs mortal life and his visit to the
americas As in other church produced films christ is shown in various
scenes of his ministry and among followers and children film director
kieth merrill told the deseret news that president gordon B hinckley
gave specific direction about how the film should depict jesus christ in
ways that christians understand and in ways familiar to them 106 in a
recent online article merrill explained further saying we were promised
by blessing that we would find the right person to play the savior after
screening several actors church convert tomas kofod of denmark was
classic christian
chosen to fill the role merrill observed that the images of ofclassic
of
art the paintings ofkarl
ofearl bloch and the etchings ofgustave
dore came into
Gustave
11107
107
my mind and became the inspiration for the visual depiction of christ 70107
film producers were then advised to use several paintings by bloch hofmann tissot dore olsen and clark kelly price as image sources for scenes
of christ s life according to alisa anglesey a casting assistant over ten
scenes shot for the film were meant to directly recreate
re create paintings and
11

engravings by these artists

10
108

del parsons lord jesus christ
A phenomenally popular portrait of christ by del parson entitled the
lord jesus christ 1983 fig 19 has been described as the most reproduced

latter day saint picture of christ replacing previously used images by
anderson and sallman as better fitting the church s image of the savior 109 the painting which first appeared in a spring 1984 issue of the
ensign magazine is now displayed in many latter day saint homes and
LDS church teaching materials it features a head and shoulder portrait of
christ who is dressed in a red robe and white tunic and is intimately gazing toward the viewer A 1996 article in the salt lake tribune stated this
depiction of christ has the potential to become at least as renowned as
warner Sall
sallmans
sellmans
mans familiar head of christ popularized throughout
II 110
christianity after world war 11
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created or commissioned images of christ in the ensign

FIG 18
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according to parson s wife lynette dels purpose in painting the
savior was to create an image in which the members of the church could
project their feelings of the savior he has been pleased that he seems to
I
have succeeded in achieving that purpose 155111
A female LDS high school
student revealed how the parson image reinforces her own perception of
deity he just looks so peaceful ive seen this one so much that that s how
1I imagine him to look the other pictures of jesus dont look like him to
me she noted 1 I see it a lot
its the picture hanging in my seminary
room in utah LDS seminary buildings are frequently constructed next to
junior and senior high schools 1I also see it in kids lockers at school they
112
put it there to remind them of christ and to do what s right 11112
odthe
of the painting has given rise to several legends regardthe popularity ofthe
ing its conception and acceptance as the semiofficial latter day saint portrait of christ one story deals with the paintings purportedly inspired
conception the common elements of the story are that parson made
repeated attempts to achieve an accurate depiction of christs physical
appearance in most versions of the story these attempts at accuracy are
under the direct guidance of church leaders often that of the general
authorities or the church president according to one informant they
the general authorities were working with him the entire time he was
113
doing the painting 11113
and not surprisingly the leader or leaders proffer
specific instructions with regard to christs physical features such an idea
would not seem foreign to the believing latter day saint mormon docforsa keth his sins and cometh unto me
trine provides that every soul who forsaketh
calleth on my name and obeyeth my voice and keepeth
and calleta
keeneth my commandments
mand ments shall see my face and know that I1 am dac
d&c 931
in another version of the story the prophet corrects the artist by say114
such legends often reveal
aren t brown theyre
they re blue 11114
ing his eyes arera
areia
common threads of belief and values shared among the groups of individuals hearing them for example the preceding comment affirms the belief
that LDS apostles hold a priesthood office that carries as a distinguishing
function that of ofpersonal
of jesus christ
personal and special witness to the divinity ofjesus
and that these witnesses know of the divinity of the savior by personal
115
revelation 11115
the supposed correction is often interpreted as implying
that mormon leaders are by the nature of their calling privileged to have
a personal firsthand knowledge of christs physical attributes
unfortunately religious stories labeled as legends are sometimes
perceived as untrue and thus without merit this perception however dismisses their value in expressing worldviews
world views and popular belief As folkjan brunvand has pointed out to say that such stories are legendary
lorist fan
is not necessarily to say that they are of doubtful veracity for folklore may
be true as well as false thus such a legend
may be believed but
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unprovable or it may be supported by historical record 116 As brunvand
writes legends dissemination is largely oral and some of their motifs are
traditional 117 the same can be said of mormon legends in the case of
parson s painting of christ a number of mormon cultural values are
expressed in the legends that circulate regarding it
interestingly parson has admitted to doing several versions or initial
sketches before the finished painting was approved however this commission was done under the direction of warren luke art director of the
church graphics department parson did several five to six sketches as
he typically does in pencil on brown craft paper 118 his wife lynette
describes how the painting was conceived
del thought the best way to get a pleasing image of christ was to find the perfect model bearded men were pretty scarce near our home in rexburg
Rexburg
redburg
idaho at our stake conference he found a member of our stake who served
as his first model he sent in a couple of sketches of this model the sketches
were returned asking him to try again
redburg
he found his second model this time a bearded one at the rexburg
demolition derby this sketch was also returned our family visited the
eastern idaho state fair on labor day with the purpose of looking at people
until we could locate a model we found another bearded man whose eyes
were most helpful in the next sketches 119

curiously a few specific revisions were asked of him according to
ettes account del started the painting which took about 9 days he
Lyn
lynettes
sent it to the church and it was returned for 2 small changes one eye made
larger and the neckline raised 120 although it may be assumed that the
churchs
churche correlation executive committee reviewed the painting in its
various stages of completion the artist does not know who approved the
21
work in its final form 121
in another story and its variants parson or another individual gives an
inspirational talk at a mormon fireside or at a sacrament meeting parsons
painting of christ is displayed whereupon a young girl having been
through a near death experience or having witnessed a parents death recognizes the man in the portrait as the man who saved or comforted her 122
again this story apparently serves to reaffirm the LDS belief in the physical nature of christ and in modern day visitations by otherworldly messengers or beings it also seems to provide assurance that children in
danger of physical harm are watched over by a loving comforting savior
some of the common elements of this story are according to del
parson based on a factual occurrence parson did in fact speak to a fire
side audience by his recollection it was a relief society fireside in that
fireside he related several comforting experiences he feels were given by
the holy ghost experiences he had after his first wife was killed in a tragic
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automobile accident A
related experience that parson told was a story of a
young girl who witnessed
her mother brutally murdered by the girls abusive
father some time later
the girl was in a primary
gathering where an unspecified picture of christ
was displayed the primary
teacher asked does anyone know who this is the
little girl immediately recognized the person in the
picture as the man who
came to comfort her at the
moment her mothers life
was taken by her father
approximately two months
after the fireside parson
received a telephone call
jesus christ by del parson
FIG ig
lord
the
19
from an LDS bookstore in
oil on canvas 288 x 20 1983 courtesy
1948
idaho falls the proprietor museum of church history and art
asked for permission to
distribute a written version of what parson calls the popular stories being
circulated and told as miraculous incidents related to the lord jesus christ
in an attempt to stop or correct the story parson found that an individual
who was present at the fireside correctly related parson s talk only to have
it changed and modified in subsequent retellings
although certain key elements have been incorrectly linked a number
of the story s common components are still included in the legendary
accounts the young girl the witness or experience of a fatal or near fatal
tragedy the comforting visitation of christ and the girls recognition of
christ upon seeing a painting of him these components the successive
stages in a sublime recognition pattern serve as stated before to support
mormon bellef
beil
bell
beli
of christ and to support characterbelief
in the corporeal nature ofchrist
efin
istic cycles of adversity or tragedy miraculous intervention and redemption or recognition often found in LDS scripture and teachings
the other anecdotes told in relation to parson s painting of christ deal
with the image as an inspirational object in one case the painting was
used almost as a medium of prayer apparently after suffering affliction a
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woman was looking
at this picture and
asking for comfort
and then the picture
gave her comfort123
comfort 123
mormons
cormons would argue that images are
not venerated as icons
or devotional objects
in this story however
the painting becomes
in a subliminal sense
a physical manifestation of christ the
only tangible item
within the comans
womans
visual range through
which she could project her distress and
receive comfort
in another story
sald to
the painting is said
be figuratively divided
haig
left half
half the leht
in halg
or the wrong side
FIG 20 jesus knocking at the door
dei parson 1948
doot by del
the frownstresses
reserve
cansas 28 x 20 1983 intellectual
inc
oil on canvas
ing
expression of
christ conversely the
right side or good side is characterized by a happy christ that this story
may have been told in a mormon youth function is in itself revealing one
interpretation of this perceived semiotic device is that it underscores the
cali to members particularly young people to choose
cail
latter day saint call
124
right124
the Right
when visual imbalance is seen where symmetry is expected the viewer
compensates by appropriating meaning to the visual infraction this
example of the perceived usage of a hidden visual device in latter day saint
art although it was not the intent of the artist is a meaningful sanction of
church commissioned images 125
lesus christ among grassthe favorable acceptance of parson s lord jesus
roots LDS members resulted in several variations on the head and
shoulders portrait by placing the same head on a figure shown in different
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situations parson has found success in disseminating a likeness for every
occasion fig 20 clearly parsons lord jesus christ is now doing for
mormon visual culture what Sall
maWs
sail
sali
sallmaws
sellmans
sallmans
mans head of christ did for members in
earlier decades

decorative images of christ
churche
in response to the churchs
churcls growing consumer market decorative
images of christ and of related gospel themes have achieved popularity at
he grassroots level mass produced posters bookmarks
book marks cards and prints
maturing the work of amateur as well as professional artists have culturally
ciefined
fined and in a behavioral sense affected latter day saint home
benned
denned
cle
cie
decoration and family religious practices frequently the focus of latter
day saint living spaces is not traditional catholic type wall shrines and
objects of devotion but rather framed posters and full color prints in
addition to portraying traditional gospel themes these popular images
often illustrate book of mormon narratives and christs visit to the americas setting their image apart as identifiably latter day saint
the 1997 retrospective exhibit oflds
oflas artist minerva teichert s colorful
and energetic paintings of scenes from the book of mormon have reintroduced her vision of christ to a younger generation of church members
two of her paintings issued as frameable reproductions have gained wide
popularity in latter day saint home decoration the fine art reproductions of Teich
teicherts
reicherts
erts christ in the red robe 1945 plate 12 and jesus at the
mary and martha 1941 see fig i in what think ye of christ in
ofmary
home osmary
of
this issue are representative of her painterly manner and are sold in some
LDS bookstores the museum of art brigham young university and
museum of church history and art salt lake city and through BYUs
bookstore and merchandise catalogs 126 the growing interest in fine art
countertrend
trend to the popularity of the
interpretations such as these reveals a counter
illustrative studiolike
studi olike images and paintings reproduced in church magazines
more emblematic LDS art assimilates designs slogans and symbols
from popular american culture showing an affection for national voguish
trends mormon bumper stickers and souvenirs have appropriated variaculi or christian fish symbol by replacing the greek acrospisciculi
tions on the pisci
tic with latter day saint slogans 127 casual clothing styles sold in the
mormon marketplace have imitated popular corporate and designer logos
including calvin klein hard rock cafe tommy hilfiger and nike cor1281
128 one
of the most ascertainable purposes these images serve is
poration
po ration 1211
the inculcation of latter day saint viewers with visual devices that support
29
mormon masculine and feminine ideals 129
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conclusion
over the last century the visual image of christ as seen by latter day
saints has been an integral part of larger currents of belief and doctrine
the various ways in which these images have been used reflect LDS world
views on biblical literalism race masculinity athleticism and family
worship practices A persistent affinity with a highly realistic manner of
churche literal approach to the
depicting christ has coincided with the churcls
churchs
scriptures along with a belief in the historicity of jesus life and ministry
moreover these images function in tandem with official discourse published manuals and church teaching methods courses of study on char
acter building have included the supplementary use of such images as
visual affirmations of christs physiognomy manhood and magnanimity
perhaps even more revealing is these images increasing importance
within the church in the mid 1960s
196os a noticeable shift toward more
church commissioned likenesses of christ came in preparation for the
1964 65 mormon pavilion at the new york worlds fair since that time
church correlation efforts have to some extent homogenized such artwork
in church publications these portraits and narrative paintings call for a
more intimate visual connection with a kinder more wholesome savior
gos church members witnessed an astounding
igmos
during the ig8os
i98os and gos
increase in the number of christ centered visuals in church magazines by
and large church members are seeing a larger number of prominent
images of christ as the consecrated visualization of ideal manhood at
the same time new trimmed down media resources for home decoration
family worship and church education codify the last three decades shifts
toward retrenchment
the truly mormon image of christ may lie in what the individual LDS
viewer perceives the image should be like even though measuring viewer
response is difficult at least some LDS viewers have shown approval of
these images through their devotional behavior and by their own written
testimonials in addition the impact of LDS visuals that confirm personal
expectations of jesus christ contributes to the churcys
churchs visual image
churche
making mechanisms and an ever increasing number of LDS bookstores
and independent marketing groups that merchandise mormon related
media products will likely propagate further the latter day saint visual
perception of christ however the ultimate mormon visual likeness of
christ will be determined by the reception given by the new century s
believing church members

noel A carmack noecarngwlibusuedu is preservation librarian at merrill
library utah state university he received a master of fine arts MFA degree in 1997
from utah state university where he emphasized drawing and painting an earlier version
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of this article was presented at the thirty fourth annual mormon history association
meeting in ogden utah 1999 he would like to thank david morgan martha sonntag
bradley and thomas E toone for comments on earlier versions of
this paper thanks also
ofthis
orthis
go to doris R dant emilee wood and jennifer hurlbut for their fine editorial work

using ensign art ensign 28 october 1998 72
2 trisha parry picture this new era 24 september 1994 26 27
3 ronan head picture perfect new era 25 may 199514
1995 14 15
4 for sources on mass culture and religious visual images in america see
margaret miles image as insight visual understanding in western christianity and
secular culture boston beacon press 1985 david freedberg the power of1mages
of images
response chicago university of chicago press 1989
studies in the history and theory of ofresponse
gregor T goethals the electronic golden calf images religion and the making of
meaning cambridge mass cowley 1990 david halle inside culture art and class
in the american home chicago university of chicago press 1993 leonard 1I sweet
ed communication and change in american religious history grand rapids mich
god american religion in the marketplace
eerdmans 1993 R laurence moore selling gof
of culture new york oxford university press 1994 colleen mcdannell material
christianity religion and popular culture in america new haven conn yale unipopular reliversity press 1995 david morgan visual piety A history and theory of ofpopular
gious images berkeley university of california press 1998 and david morgan
protestants and pictures religion visual culture and the
age ofamerican
theage
of american mass production
theace
new york oxford university press 1999
regenerus
nerus steensma the image ofchrist as a mirror of culture arts the
5 see Rege
arts in religious and theological studies 8 1995 29 31
6 morgan visual piety 122
7 erwin panofsky introductory in studies in iconology humanistic themes in
the art odthe
of the renaissance new york harper and row 1962 16
ofthe
8 see for example a possible philosophical dialogue on this question between
mormons
cormons
Mor mons catholics and protestants in truman G madsen can god be pictured
BYU studies 8 winter 1968 113 25 on a physical description of jesus christ see
richard L anderson questions frequent in quest for description of the savior
toscano
canc and gary smith seek the
church news december 22 1973 6 paul james Tos
odthe
of the lord unpublished manuscript ca 1973 photocopy in author
possession
face ofthe
wn
authorss possess
roger L hiatt A portrait in words of the savior church news december 16
1984
161984
8 9 and sterling W sill have you ever seen the lord
ensign 177 june 1987 34 35
D popovich popular american
caD
ljubicad
9 see morgan visual piety 2 55124
124 see also Ljubi
ljubica
biblical imagery sources and manifestations in the bible and popular culture in
america ed allene stuart phy philadelphia fortress 1985 193 233
10 see albert edward bailey the gospel in art boston pilgrim 1936 albert
lo
edward bailey christ and his gospel in recent art new york charles scribners sons
1948 cynthia pearl maus christ and the fine arts rev and eni new york harper
and brothers 1959 and jan jaroslav pelikan the illustrated jesus through the centuries
new haven yale university press 1997
seers savants
11 see duane jeffrey
Sa
vants and evolution the uncomfortable intersavanis
face dialogue A journal ofmormon
of mormon thought 8 autumn winter 1974 41 75 richard
sherlock A turbulent spectrum mormon reactions to the darwinist legacy jou
jourtou
mormon history 5 1978 33 59 thomas G alexander mormonism in transition
nal of
ofmormon
ofillinois press 1986
A history odthe
of the latter day saints 1890 1930 urbana university of illinois
ofthe
in
272 88 and philip L barlow the mormon response to higher criticism
mormons
cormons and the bible the place of the latter day saints in american religion new
1
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york oxford university press 1991103
1991 103
loo 47 on mormonism s rationalistic concept of
god see B H roberts the mormon doctrine ofdeity
delty salt lake city deseret news
of deity
2 26
91 98
2691
1903 especially 2226
cormons and the bible 109 46 223
12 see barlow mormons
james E talmage and the tradition of victorian lives of
13 malcolm R thorp
jesus sunstone 12 january 1988 11 see also alexander mormonism in transition
cormons and the bible 136 37
279 80 and barlow mormons
14 james E talmage the essential james E talmage ed james P harris salt
log 37 see also xxvii xxviii 135 41
lake city signature books 1997136
1997 136
improvement era 65 november
15 doyle L green the life of jesus in pictures
1962

820 italics added

jay M todd the life of christ painted by carl heinrich bloch 1834 90
ensign 21 january 1991 30
james tissot and his life of christ magazine ofart
17 see robert sherard
of art 18
obart
1895 1 8 cleveland moffett J J tissot and his paintings of the life of christ
McC
mcclunes
mcclures
lures magazine 12 march 1899 386 96 see also michael wentworth james tissot
oxford clarendon 1984 174 97
18 see aleska celebonovic
eleb onovi some call it kitsch masterpieces of ofbourgeois
bourgeois realism
elebonovi
new york harry N abrams 1974 see also richard Eg
egenter
agenter
enter the desecration of
colete gray chicago franciscan herald 1967
Ni
christ trans edward quinn ed nicolate
nicolete
of our savior jesus christ 3 vols 1899 reprint ap
ig
19 J james tissot the life ofour
np st
olour
16

hubert guild 1900 ix
christ being an inquiry into the verisimilitude
20 thomas heaphy the likeness of
ofchrist
of the received likeness of our blessed lord london society for promoting christian
knowledge
21

22

1886

6 22 23 31 32 48

heaphy the likeness of christ 23
Len tulus to caesar tiberius
the apocryphal letter of first consul publius lentulus

is

believed to have been written in the thirteenth century many versions ofwhich
of which gave currency to painters manuals containing descriptions of the personal appearance of jesus
23 this should probably read nazarite
Len tulus in montague rhodes james the theapocryphal
of
oflentulus
apocryphal new testament
24 letter ofLen
lentulus
oxford clarendon 1969 477 78 for a discussion of this and other descriptions of
christ see frederic W farrar traditional description of the appearance of our
chhist 1874 reprint portland ore fountain publications 1972
lord in the life ofchrist
of christ
684 see also philip schaff personal appearance of jesus in history of the christian
church 8 vols grand rapids mich eerdmans 19521167
1952 1167 70
in the life ofjesus
25 henry ward beecher jesus his personal appearance
of jesus
christ new york J B ford 1872 134 55 see frederic W farrar the life of
christ as
ofchrist
represented in art new york macmillan 1894 anna jameson and elizabeth R
lady eastlake the history of our lord as exemplified in works of
art with that of
obart
ofart
his types
ad ed london longman green 1872
2 vols 3d
26 according to an early account dated about AD 945 a disciple of christ named
thaddaeus or addal traveled to edessa for the purpose of healing the diseased
monarch abgar before entering the kings throne room thaddaeus placed the
lion cloth imprinted with the face of christ on his forehead as a sign upon seemandylion
Mandy
mandilion
ing the image abgar was miraculously healed
dionysious
sus of
Dionysi
27 dionysius was well aware of the story of the image of edessa see dionysisus
dionysius ofFo
urna tr paul hetherington london
bourna the painter s manual of ofdionysius
fourna
offourna
the sagittarius press 1974 rev ed 1981 4 the synopsis on the cover of the 1988
edition states that the manual was compiled on mount athos from 1730 1734 from
ancient and contemporary sources and is among the oldest odthe
ofthe
of the extant greek style
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eia literally interprehermeneia
narrative patternbooks
pattern books and instruction texts A classic hermencia
hermen
tation or expounding this oversize small print work includes introductory sections
on icon painting techniques and describes hundreds of figures of saints old and new
churches etc the hermeneia
ela was
eia
hermencia
hermeneiawas
testament events parables feast days decoration of ofchurches
hermen
first generally known in europe by the french translation of 1845 A partial english
translation was first published in 1891
on the shroud of turin see lan
ian wilson the shroud of turin the burial cloth of
jesus christ garden city NY doubleday 1978 esp 78 92 and daniel C scavone
the turin shroud from 1200 to 1400 in alpha to omega studies in honor ofgeorge
of george
john szemler on his sixty fifth birthday ed W J cherf chicago ares 1993 187 225
28 alexander neibaur journal may 24 1844 in the papers of joseph smith
volume 1i autobiographical and historical writings ed dean C jesse salt lake city
deseret book 1989 461 original in archives division historical department the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city john murdock and anson
call also claimed to have visions of christ both describing him as having blue eyes
according to calls account christ had light and beautiful skin with large blue eyes a
very full forehead with his hair considerably back parted upon top of his head and
reaching below his ears of a flaxen colour
bolour with occasionally a grey hair which astonished me much in consequence of his age broad across the shoulders with brown
clothes 1I thought him the most perfect formed man 1I had ever seen
the life and
record of anson call typescript 53 54 L tom perry special collections harold B
lee library brigham young university provo utah see john murdock journal
typescript 13 perry special collections and records of early church families utah
genealogical and historical magazine 28 april 1937 61
29 james E talmage jesus the christ A study of the messiah and his mission
according to holy scriptures both ancient and modern salt lake city deseret book
1915117
30 talmage jesus the christ 633
Memorys halls the life story oforson F whitney
31 orson F whitney through memorys
as told by himselfindependence
jjfmseindependence
Himself Independence mo by the author 1930 82 83
32 personal appearance of jesus improvement era i september 1898 820 25
damascus description stated that he was beautiful and strikingly tall with
the john of ofdamascus
fair and slightly curling locks on which no hand but his mother s had ever passed
with dark eyebrows an oval countenance a pale and olive complexion bright eyes an
attitude slightly stooping and a look expressive of patience nobility and wisdom
personal appearance of jesus 821
33 rudger clawson A description of the savior conference report april 1927
conference report april 1949 151 spencer W
77 physical appearance of christ
118 19
kimball description of christ conference report april 1956
1956118
34 kimball description of christ 119
35 bruce R mcconkie the promised messiah the first coming of christ salt

lake city deseret book

1988

476

sjodahl supposed likeness of our lord improvement era 28 january
1925 252 this article was followed by J M sjodahl the great chalice of antioch
or holy grail improvement era 28 march 1925 407 11 see also the savior
contributor 1i september 1880 275 W J our savior juvenile instructor 17
november 1i 1882 326 27 personal description of jesus christ his death
warrant juvenile instructor 46 january 1911 13 14
37 the veil according to legend was given to jesus by veronica as he bore his
cross to calvary when he returned the veil to veronica his image was miraculously
imprinted on the fabric
36 J M
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38

J

M sjodahl

personal appearance of jesus

improvement era 1i septem-

ber 1898 820 25
personal appearance of jesus 824
39 sjodahl
40 the pantocrator all sovereign ruler of all is an iconographic image of christ
that appeared in byzantine churches dating from the sixth century post iconoclastic
frescos and mosaics found in greece sicily and southern italy show the christ pantohilred and often has his right hand raised or
iong haired
crator as a judge who is bearded and long
pointing to the gospel in his left hand typically behind his head is a cruciform halo
41 gary E smith christs likeness unpublished manuscript ca 1973 concluregum A painters
slon p 1i photocopy in authors possession sir wyke bayliss rex begum
sion
the likeness ofchristfrom
study ofshe
of the apostles to the present day london
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of she
of christ grom
from the time ofthe
orthe
society for promoting christian knowledge 1905
42 george reynolds the personal appearance of the savior juvenile instructor
39 august 151904 497 500
43 reynolds the personal appearance of the savior 498 the image was titled
christ blessing little children no artist was identified
odthe
of the savior 500 see also luise sheridan
44 reynolds the personal appearance ofthe
bertel thorvaldsen creator of the christus improvement era 67 april 1964 272 75
in encyclopedia of
Mormonism ed daniel H
ofmormomsm
ofmormonism
307 florence S jacobsen christus statue m
vois new york macmillan 1992
ludlow 4 vols
1273 74 and richard G oman ye shall
ludlow4vols
19921273
see the heavens open portrayal of the divine and the angelic in latter day saint art
BYU studies 35 1995 9 6 121 23 for more on the historical background of the original
christus see anne mette gravgaard and eva henschen on the statue of christ by thorvaldsen copenhagen the thorvaldsen museum and the church of our lady 1997
johncC win45 henry E jackson great pictures as moral teachers philadelphia john
ston 1910 2117
art in religious education new york abing46 albert edward bailey the use obart
of ars
ofart
don 1922
19m 60 see also bailey gospel in art 26 33
47 jackson great pictures as moral teachers 17
48 ruth bottigheimer the bible for children from the age of gutenberg to the
present new haven yale university press 1996 47
sim92 see edwin francis parry si
4792
ple bible stories illustrated salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1891 E F parry
simple bible stories no 2 illustrated salt lake city george Q cannon and sons
Widt soes what jesus taught salt lake city
1891 another reader was osborne J P widtsoes
deseret sunday school 1918
49 our purpose for 1908 childrens friend 7 january 1908 27
50 second grade childrens friend 7 december 1908 512
51 william A morton the life of christ in simple language for little children
gig
salt lake city deseret news igi616
1916
igi
61616 22
stones for the primary department of the sunday
552 bible and church history stories
school salt lake city deseret sunday school union 1922
ora
of a special conference
53 see olive L derbidge suggestive lessons in minutes ofa
lay saints held in
datter day
of the primary associations ofthe
of jesus christ oflatter
of the church ofjesus
of latter
orthe
odthe
in salt
16 22
juneith
lake city wednesday june
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13 th 1900 salt lake city deseret news 1900
parents departof essays and lessons for use in the parentsdepart
54 parent and child A series ofessays
ment of the latter day saints sunday schools 3 vols salt lake city deseret sunday
school union 1908
1908174
19o8174
174 charles B felt william A morton dorothy bowman and
amy bowman the use ofpictures
instructor 46 december 1911 731 J leo
of pictures juvenile instructor46
fairbanks picture study in the sunday schools juvenile instructor 48 january 1913
studying pictures juvenile instructor 48 february
3 5 grace zenor robertson
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leo fairbanks picture study in the sunday schools

4 see also moving
pictures as helps to bible study juvenile instructor 48 september 1913 584 88
56 N Y schofield can character be delineated from a photograph juvenile
ch ofield the prophet joseph smith
instructor 37 february 1i 1902 86 89 N Y Sschofield
A sketch from a scientific standpoint juvenile instructor 37 may 1i 1902 257 61
307 10 for more on latter day saint interest in phrenology see davis bitton and gary L
cormons
bunker phrenology among the mormons
Mormons dialogue A journal ofmormon
of mormon thought
9 spring 1974 42 61 see also morgan protestants and pictures 275 86
55 J

see the monthly columns human nature moral and physical training and
human nature department in the character builder on delineating character from
reading the human face see for example A E willis the human face character
builder 18 june 1905 202 4 see also E H gombrich the mask and the face the
perception of physiognomic likeness in life and in art in art perception and reality
ed E H gombrich julian hochberg and max black baltimore john hopkins university press 1972
972 1 46
86 88 on apply58 schofield can character be delineated from a photograph
ing the phrenological method to works of art see charles colbert A measure ofperfec
of perfection phrenology and the fine arts in america chapel hill university of north carolina
press 1997 especially 151 211 and david morgan protestants and pictures 275 86
59 for several examples see kenneth S bennion teach with pictures instructor 86 january 1951 16 kenneth S bennion great pictures that teach great
lessons instructor 86 november 1951 336 kenneth S bennion let your pupils see
as well as hear the lessons instructor 87 february 1952 48
56 kenneth S bennion
4856
picture windows for your classroom instructor 87 may 1952 112 kenneth S ben188 kennion pictures that we may understand instructor 87 june 1952 176
176188
neth S bennion artists help teach great lessons instructor 87 july 1952 208 210
marion G merkley using pictures in teaching instructor
87 september 1952 266
instructor87
270 kenneth S bennion pictures help our pupils to understand instructor 87
november 1952 336 margaret ipson use appropriate pictures instructor 87
december 1952
195 367 and marion G merkley live according to his standards
instructor 88 september 1953 268 69
60 hazel W lewis she charts her lessons instructor 89 may 1954 134 36
61 see for example leo steinberg the sexuality of christ in renaissance art and
in modern oblivion new york pantheon 1983 also see erika doss making a virwarner sallman s religious
ile manly christ the cultural origins and meanings of
ofwarner
american protestantism the art of warner sallman ed david
imagery in icons of
ofamerican
morgan new haven yale university press 1996 61 94 and susan curtis the son
ofman
of man and god the father the social gospel and victorian masculinity in meanings
masculinity in victorian america ed mark C carnes and
for manhood constructions of ofmasculinity
clyde griffen chicago university of chicago press 1990 67 78 for works on the hismasculinity in victorian and early twentieth century america see joe L dubbert
tory of ofmasculinity
A mans place masculinity in transition englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1979
elizabeth H pleck and joseph H pleck eds the american man englewood cliffs
of the spirit the ideal ofchrist
of christofthe
NJ prentice hall 1980 norman vance the sinews odthe
ian manliness in victorian culture and religious thought cambridge cambridge university press 1985 J A mangan and james walvin eds manliness and morality
middle class masculinity in britain and america 1800 1940 new york st martins
gor
ingsfor
meanings
for manhood constructions of
1987 mark C carnes and clyde griffen eds me
masculinity in victorian america chicago university of chicago press 1990 peter N
ad ed new york holmes and meier
stearns
steams be a man males in modern society 2d
19795 david D gilmore manhood in the making cultural concepts of masculinity
1979
new haven yale university press 1990 kevin white the first sexual revolution
57
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male heterosexuality in modern america new york new york university press 1993
E anthony rotundo american manhood transformations in masculinity from the
Books 1993 gail bederman manliness
revolution to the modern
modem era new york Basic
basicbooks
aaion
civilization
and civili
atlon A cultural history of gender and race in the united states 1880 1917
ation
chicago university of chicago press 1995 and michael S kimmel manhood in
america A cultural history new york free press 1996
62 physical directors society of the young men s christian associations of
north america physical education in the young mens christian association ofnorth
of north
america new york association press 191412
i2
1914 ia
63 physical directors society physical education 12 13 see william H ball the
administration of athletics in the young mens christian association american
physical education review 16 january 1911 12 22 millicent hosmer the development of morality through physical education american physical education review ig
19
october 1914 520 27 george J fisher how may we secure character and spiritual
values through the activities of the physical department physical training 13
june 1916 254 263 guy lewis the muscular christianity movement journal of
health physical education recreation 37 may 1966 27 28 42 elmer L johnson the
history ofymca
of YMCA physical education chicago association press 1979 and clifford
putney from character to body building the YMCA and the suburban metropolis
1950 1980 in men and women adrift the YMCA and the YWCA in the city ed nina
mjagkij
mj agkij and margaret spratt new york new york university press 1997 231 49 see
also david 1I macleod building character in the american boy the boy scouts YMCA
and their forerunners 1870 1920 madison university of wisconsin press 1983 and
moore selling god 1126
6 2hii
112 16
i66
2ii ia
64 talks to young men VI the ideal young man improvement era 7 april
1904 455 for more on the physical fitness programs of the young mens mutual
improvement association YMMIA see leon M strong A history of the young mens
mutual improvement association 1875 1938
938 master s thesis brigham young univer sity 1939 and scott kenney the mutual improvement association A prelimiversity
nary history 1900 1950 task papers in LDS history no 6 january 1976 alexander
mormonism in transition 140 46 and richard lan
ian kimball making the most of
leisure depression recreation and the improvement era journal ofmormon
of mormon history

26

24 fall 1998

182 206

especially 186 87

of the savior 497 500 quote on 498 99
reynolds personal appearance odthe
ofthe
66 see R laurence moore learning to play the mormon way and the way of
106
other americans journal ofmormon
of mormon history 16 1990 89 log
06 especially 101 4 and
davis bitton zions rowdies growing up on the mormon frontier in the ritual
mormon history and other essays chicago university of ofillinois
ization of
illinois press 1994
ofmormon
65

54 68

charles E mitchener and mark E hurst young men in encyclopedia of
Is new york macmillan 1992164
vois
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols
1992 1614 15 strong
A history of the young mens mutual improvement association 131 43 young
menss mutual improvement association manual 1909 10
men
of the
lo subject the making odthe
ofthe
man no 13 salt lake city general board ofymmia
ofymmla 190934
1909 34
68 young mens mutual improvement association senior manual 1922 23
subject health and achievement book I1I1 achievement series no 25 salt lake city
general board ofymmla
of
1922 96
YMMIA
69 young mens mutual improvement association senior manual 102
70 levi edgar young thou hast made Us to incline to thee improvement era
67

uen

47 july 1944
71

426 27 470 71

david S king

keep fit be a man

improvement era 58 may 1955 304

5
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bruce barton the man nobody knows A discovery of the real jesus indianapolis bobbs merrill 1924 ii iv see also leo P ribuffo jesus christ as business
statesman bruce barton and the selling of corporate capitalism american quarterly
oa
206
o6 31 and edrene S montgomery bruce barton s the man
2206
33 summer 1981
nobody knows A popular advertising illusion journal of ofpopular
popular culture 19 winter
72

1985

21

34

barton man nobody knows 42 43
74 harry emerson fosdick the manhood of the master new york association
press
press1914
173
1914
1914173
75 see bryant S hinckley manual for advanced junior classes 1927 28 some
essentials of
character book i of the character building series salt lake city general
ofcharacter
board of YMMIA 1927 and bryant S hinckley advanced junior manual religion
a vital factor in character building book 3 of the character building series salt lake
ofymmla 1926
city general board ofymmia
76 in addition to its similarities in organization and content hinckley s work
included passages from the barton and fosdick books see bryant S hinckley A study
of the character and teachings of jesus of nazareth A course study for the adult
members of
the aaronic priesthood salt lake city presiding bishopric the church of
oftheaaronic
jesus christ of latter day saints 1950 20
55 89 101
loi 159 61
iol
2055
77 see dorothy C haskin the man who painted a manly head of christ in
christians you would like to K
know grand rapids mich zondervan 1954 65 72 see
also howard W ellis
buls
edis story ofsallmans head of
euis
christ indianapolis kriebel and bates
ofchrist
warnere
E sallman macon ga mercer uniWar nerE
warneke
1944 jack R lundbom master painter warner
versity press 1999 and various articles in morgan icons ofamerican
of american protestantism
78 see S george ellsworth and kathleen C perrin the homecoming in seajesus christ oflatter
ofjesus
sons of
of latter day saints in french polyfalth and courage the church of
faith
offaith
nesia A sesquicentennial history 1843993
1843 1993 salt lake city yves R perrin 1994
73

373 79

79

the new era gospel

in

art program improvement
iprovement era 64 november 1961

era officials present church leader with painting church news december
2319613
80 Fri
fribergh
bergs book of mormon paintings were created at the request of primary
fribergs
general president adele cannon howells and were completed in 1962 they were
visuals of heroic figures on which they could pattern
withvisuals
intended to provide children with
their lives carol cornwall madsen and susan staker oman sisters and little saints
one hundred years of ofprimary
primary salt lake city deseret book 1979 121 according to
friberg he intended to paint more the interior of the man not every man who has
been a prophet has been a large man but that fulfills pictorially what you feel he must
have been arnold friberg interview by margot J butler june 331986
1986 transcription
13 copy in possession of the author friberg s art also includes paintings on the ten
commandments the royal family the prayer at valley forge and western subjects
81 ted schwarz arnold friberg the passion ora
of a modern master flagstaff ariz
ofa
northland 1985 142 see the advertisement A superb new gospel in art masterpiece improvement era 68 april 1965 inside back cover the painting is now entitled
the risen lord
82 schwarz arnold friberg 142
83 hugh B brown consecrated manliness conference report april 1964
55
196455
84 david knowlton on mormon masculinity sunstone 16 august 1992
pseudo
respice binem
finem pseud
the style and the man contributor 6
ig
19 31 see also bespice
pseud
ideal manhood contributor 17 novemnovember 1884 45 50 simplex pseudo
ber 1895 18 23 december 1895 89 94 january 1896 185 189 february 1896
850 51
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the relation of a man s physical condition to his earning ability
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improvement

212 16

instructor 37 october 15
1902 616 17 francis M lyman manhood
151902
era 7 january 1904 175 78 joseph A ward manliness improvement era 8 1905
m 22 may 1919 goo
600 602
296 98 lloyd 0 ivie the superior man improvement era
H bartley heiner
helner gods masterpiece improvement era 29 october 1926
hemer
1178 79 sterling W sill what about the man improvement era 65 december 1962
the jewel of god improvement era 72
920 23 and david 0 mckay man
december 1969 29 31
85 J leo fairbanks
moroni showing the plates to joseph instructor 65 feb
auary 1930 frontispiece
ruary
86 see greg olsen expressions offaith
falth art by greg olsen grand rapids mich
of faith
baker book house 1999
87 portrayal of deity in church handbook of instructions book 2 priesthood
and auxiliary leaders salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1998
279
1998279
88 see

aids
teachingaids
aiss
alss in the instructor salt
deseret sunday school union pictorial teaching
lake city deseret sunday school union 1970
89 bernard P brockbank the church at the new york worlds fair improve
ment era 67 april 1964 279 81 284 89 nelson wadsworth influence of mormon
pavilion felt around the globe church news december 261964
26196466 7 richard J marshall the new york worlds fair
fai a final report improvement era 68 december
fal
1965 1170 brent L top legacy of the mormon pavilion ensign 19 october 1989
2228
22 28 and brent L top the miracle of the mormon pavilion the church at the
1964 65 new york worlds fair in regional studies in latter day saint church his
tory new york ed larry C porter milton V backman jr and susan easton black
provo department of church history and doctrine brigham young university

fala
faia

1992

235 56

go
Hemi sfair painting improvement era 70 october 1967
90 see the LDS scene hemisfair
LeP
Hemi sfair 68 improvement era 71 april
20 don lefevre
lef evre the mormon pavilion at hemisfair
new mural for visitors center church news
1968 22 24 joseph lundstrom
october 551968
1968 4 on the cover improvement era 72 october 1969 i richard J
marshall moroni improvement era 72 october 1969
969 18 20 richard J marshall
of john the baptist improvement era 73 june 1970 9 100 susan hall
the visitation ofjohn
Kenneth riley tucson setmcgarry west of camelot the historical paintings of
sten
stenmcgarry
ofkenneth
tlers west galleries 1993 86 and don hedgpeth and walt reed the art oftom
of tom lovell
ofton
an invitation to history trumbell conn greenwich workshop 1993138
1993 138
91 richard J marshall telephone conversation with the author january 10 2000
see also nelson wadsworth 1 TI have chosen and ordained you
instructor 100
loo
february 1965 46 47 and raymond H woolsey and ruth anderson harry anderD C review and herald publishing
son the man behind the paintings washington DC

association 1976 119 23 and artists painted with single purpose church news
march 18
1978 6 for examples of andersons work see the land jesus knew part 1i
181978
ensign 12 december 1982 31 48 part 2 ensign 13 january 1983 33 50 part 3 ensign
part 4 ensign 13 april 1983 32 48 and part 5 ensign 13
13 february 1983 33 46
june 1983 34 42
92 bruce R mcconkie murals in visitors center portray life ministry of savior
church news march 18
1978 7 see also mural for new church building ensign 3
181978

august 1973 80
93 artists painted with single purpose 6
art program ensign 3 december 1973 45
inart
94 announcing the ensign gospel in
see
see7 ensign 3 december
look at your walls what do you seea
95 ed maryon
1973

46 48
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images ofchrist
of christ in latter day saint visual culture

75

walls 47
wails
walis
96 maryon look at your waus
97 armand L mauss refuge and retrenchment the mormon quest for identity
in contemporary mormonism social science perspectives ed marie cornwall tim B
heaton and lawrence A young urbana university of illinois press 1994 24 42 see
also armand L mauss the angel and the beehive the mormon struggle with
assimilation urbana university of illinois press 1994 102 22
churche image A conversation with wendell J ashton
98 presenting the churchs
ensign 3 may 1973 50 52 marketing the mormon image an interview with wendell J
ashton dialogue 10
lo spring 1977 15 20 see also taking our message to the media
salt lake city external communications department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1973
99 lavina fielding anderson the church and children ensign 8 april 1978
6

13

100
loo

research notes taken by the author at the LDS visual resources library salt

lake city
101
iol this can be seen by observing published illustrations of christ in church
loi
lol
magazines and by examining visual media available through salt lake distribution
center catalogs dated between 1980 and 1999
of the savior adorns
ofthe
102 see cover instructor april 1960 and new oil painting odthe
legacy theater lobby portrait illustrates that christ overcame the world church
news april 2319943 11
ofmormon appropriations of obedience and salvation in art
103 for a discussion of mormon
Aldershot
see douglas J davies the mormon culture ofsalvation
aldershot
of salvation force grace and glory aldershof
england Ashgate
ashgate 2000 44 46
104 see richard G oman twentieth century international folk art in
paith
falth art ofthe
faith
richard G oman and robert 0 davis images of
of the latter day saints salt
odthe
offaith
lake city deseret book 1995 165 96 for related material on diversity in latter day
saint art see richard G oman divergent cultures and gospel brotherhood in arts
provo
prow brigham young
and inspiration mormon perspectives ed steven P sondrup prom
university press 1980 69 74 diversity faith mark art exhibit church news
november 26
1988 8 100 R scott lloyd faith expressed in variety of art forms
261988
church news november 171990
1719903 y john K carmack unity in diversity ensign 21
march 1991
iggi 6 9 and R scott lloyd art exhibition reflects faith diverse cultures
LDS artists church news april 6giggi
of
iggi 8 9 and richard G oman lehi s vision of
oflds
61991
oflas
the tree of life A cross cultural perspective in contemporary latter day saint art
BYU studies 32 no 4 1992 5 34
of salvation 45 46
105 see davies the mormon culture ofsalvation
log carrie A moore one fold one shepherd
106
deseret news march 200
Bl
2000
2000bl

kieth merrill behind the scenes with the director of testaments meridian
wwwmeridianmagazinecomarts
inecomarts
the place where latter day saints gather wwwmeridianmaga7
ooo3i7testamenthtml september 15 2000
000317testamenthtml
108 alisa anglesey telephone conversation with author june 12 2000 anglesey
said that the images were used in the film to depict christ in ways that non LDS as well
as LDS viewers would already be familiar ten images recreated in the film include in
this order dores nativity alsens
olsens painting of christ in the synagogue at nazareth
bloch s painting of christ with little children blochs
blocs painting of christ healing the
blind man clark kelley prices image of christ healing a man sick with palsy Tis
sots
tissots
painting of christ healing at capernaum blocs
blochs painting of christ healing at the pool
of bethesda dores painting of the resurrection of lazarus blochs
blocs painting of the
sermon on the mount and dores image of christ being nailed to the cross
107
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76

oman and davis images offaith
faith 136
of falth
no
illo frank mcentire images of jesus depictions of christ reveal diversity of
religious thought diverse images of jesus christ salt lake tribune december 22
log
109

1996

di

in lynette parson untitled manuscript apnp nd copy in authors possession
112 mcentire
images ofjesus
of jesus d2
da
113 sarah adams item 3 the informant item numbers refer to tape recorded
interviews conducted in april and may 1996 by the author the cassette tape is
deposited in the fife folklore archives merrill library utah state university logan
utah hereafter cited as fife folklore archives
114 jeremy snow item 1i fife folklore archives
talmage jesus the christ 227 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine id ed salt
lake city bookcraft 1966 46
116 jan harold brunvand the study ofamerican
ad ed
of american folklore an introduction 2d
new york W W norton 1978107
1978 107
1117 brunvand the study ofamerican
of american folklore 107
118
na del parson telephone conversation with the author may 17 1996 steve
n8
moser A worldwide
world wide influence ricks college summit 6 spring 1993 8 9
119 lynette parson untitled manuscript
120 lynette parson untitled manuscript this was supported by del parson s
communication to the author another account states each time the sketch was
returned by the churchs
churche correlation committee with detailed instructions eyes too
narrow more shoulder more intensity a little bit older more masculinity no fork in
the beard etc moser worldwide
world wide influence 8 see also mcdannell material
christianity 189 93
121 parson telephone conversation
122 sarah adams item 2 janette watts item 9 rebecca lindsay item 11
ii fife
folklore archives moser world
wide influence 8
worldwide
123 naomi powell item 6 fife folklore archives
2 fife folklore archives
124 rebecca lindsay item 12
125 for a discussion of visual balance see rudolf arnheim art and visual perception A psychology orthe
of the creative eye berkeley university of california press 1954 i 266
126 many members have also purchased a copy of look to your children 1956
believing it to be an image of christ ministering to the lamanite and nephite children
teichert however intended it to be one of the angels rather than the savior john W
welch and doris R dant the book ofmormon
of mormon paintings ofminerva
of minerva teichert provo
BYU studies salt lake bookcraft 1997 146 166
i66 see BYU creative works catalog
115

16
1999
1999i6

ixoy1 ICHTHYS the greek word for fish represents
the acrostic symbol ix6yz
yios
iesous
the initial letters of one of the lords titles lesous
lelous christos theou
bios soter jesus
tcheou yio5
christ gods son savior
127

see for example latter day specialties online at wwwiomnetvalor
wwwloninetvalor and
the missionary emporium online store at httpstoremissionaryemporiumcom
webstorefrontpage september 15 2000
129 see for example jane K riess stripling warriors choose the right the cultural engagements of contemporary mormon kitsch sunstone 22 june 1999 36 47
128
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